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ABSTRACT
Since the first demonstration of femtosecond laser written waveguides in 1996,
femtosecond laser direct writing (FLDW) has been providing a versatile means to fabricate
embedded 3-D microstructures in transparent materials. The key mechanisms are nonlinear
absorption processes that occur when a laser beam is tightly focused into a material and the
intensity of the focused beam reaches the range creating enough free electrons to induce
structural modification. One of the most useful features that can be exploited in fabricating
photonic structures is the refractive index change which results from the localized energy
deposition. The laser processing system for FLDW can be realized as a compact, desktop station,
implemented by a laser source, a 3-D stage and focusing optics. Thus, FLDW can be readily
adopted for the fabrication of the photonic devices. For instance, it has been widely employed in
various areas of photonic device fabrication such as active and passive waveguides, couplers,
gratings, opto-fluidics and similar applications. This dissertation describes the use of FLDW
towards the fabrication of custom designed diffractive optical elements (DOE’s). These are
important micro-optical elements that are building blocks in integrated optical devices including
on-chip sensors and systems. The fabrication and characterization of laser direct written DOEs in
different glass materials is investigated. The design and performance of a range of DOE’s is
described, especially, laser-written embedded Fresnel zone plates and linear gratings. Their
diffractive efficiency as a function of the fabrication parameters is discussed and an optimized
fabrication process is realized. The potential of the micro-DOEs and their integration shown in
this dissertation will impact on the fabrication of future on-chip devices involving customized
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DOEs that will serve great flexibility and multi-functional capability on sensing, imaging and
beam shaping.
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CHAPTER 1 : INTRODUCTION
There are rapidly increasing demands for a variety of integrated, on-chip photonic
devices for micro-sensors, micro-fluidics, micro-imaging systems, photonic circuits and similar
applications seeking compact, portable and often disposable platforms. The advent of these
applications is motivated by the rapid development of biological, medicine and information
technologies. Consequently, sophisticated requirements for the applications have been
stimulating the development of customized photonic devices which are promptly applicable to
the frequent revision and customization of the integrated platforms.
From this standpoint, the potential of custom designed diffractive optical elements (DOEs)
is of great interest as DOEs provide many attractive features which are advantageous in many
integrated optical devices. As is well known, DOEs such as Fresnel zone plates (FZPs) are
appealing with respect to bulky refractive optics for their greatly reduced component size with
similar functionality as well as the ability to reform the input beam distribution. Thus, DOEs
have been serving as a key element for compact optical devices such as micro imaging
systems[1], EUV/X-ray imaging [2, 3], optical MEMS [4], micro sensors [5] and laser
micromachining [6]
In spite of those distinct advantages, however, the fabrication of customized DOEs has
been a challenge and has become a major interest in the optical engineering field. In addition, the
fabrication of 3-D volumetric DOEs is desirable to respond the current trend in micro-fabrication,
which is moving from planar structures toward volumetric structures for higher-order integration.
In the notion of the customized 3-D micro-fabrication, the conventional DOE fabrication
techniques such as E-beam lithography, focused ion beam direct writing, UV laser direct writing
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and a holographic recording technique may not be the appropriate pathway. E-beam lithography
is a well-developed technique especially suitable for mass production with high precision and
throughput. However, it is a complicated multistep process requiring long fabrication time and
high cost. UV laser direct writing on photo-resist has an advantage in terms of the ease of
fabrication as it is based on the maskless fabrication scheme. However, there is a limitation to
produce volumetric 3-D structures using those techniques since both methods have been
developed and optimized for 2-D structures. Although fabrication of 3-D structures is possible, it
requires more complicated multistep processes which increases fabrication time and cost.
Femtosecond laser direct writing (FLDW) is perhaps the most promising technique to
answer all those demands as it enables production of truly 3-D volumetric photonic structures
embedded in transparent optical materials. Figure 1.1 illustrates the concept of the femtosecond
laser direct writing process, in this case applied to the creation of 3-D structures.

Figure 1.1 Schematic of femtosecond laser direct writing in a transparent medium

The unique and distinct nature of 3-D fabrication using FLDW relies on the nonlinear
absorption processes under ultrahigh intensity that permits localized 3-D volumetric structural
changes in transparent materials. The details of the underlying mechanisms on nonlinear
absorption will be given in chapter 2. Moreover, the strength of the femtosecond laser direct
2

writing (FLDW) technique lies with its flexibility which does not require expensive photomasks or any additional pre- or post-development process. ThereforeFLDW technique meets
exactly the requirements for fabrication of custom-designed 3-D photonic devices. These
prominent attributes allow FLDW to be a versatile tool to fabricate a variety of 3-D photonic
structures such as active and passive waveguides[7-11], couplers[12, 13], gratings[14-19], and
diffractive optical elements (DOEs) [20-23].
There are challenges for the fabrication of 3-D photonic structures using FLDW to be a
promising alternative to the conventional manufacturing techniques. Firstly, the laser-written
structures suffer from typically a low photo-induced refractive index change resulting in low
confinement in waveguide structures and low diffraction efficiency in DOEs. Secondly, the
fabrication time is not competitive yet to the conventional mass production technique since the
FLDW is a serial process whose fabrication time is limited by laser power, repetition rate and
focusing geometry thus requiring a material specific optimization strategy. Lastly, although a
large number of laser-written single elements have been developed, advanced device platforms
such as integrated 3-D devices consisting of multiple laser-written structures integrated on a
single chip have not been fully explored. The only exception is simple waveguide arrays and a
stack of FZPs [23-25].
This dissertation focuses on overcoming those challenges and therefore furthering the
potential of laser written volumetric DOEs that enable custom designed micro optics for
integrated on-chip devices. Specifically Fresnel zone plates and gratings are intensively
investigated as the main topic of this dissertation. Moreover, this work explores a variety of
novel optical materials to broaden the types of integrated optical device platforms possible, and
investigates fabrication protocol required by evaluating material specific photo-response.
3

The scope of this dissertation is to discuss the fabrication of volumetric DOEs using
FLDW in various bulk glass materials and their characterization. The diffraction efficiency
dependence on the fabrication parameters is investigated in order to optimize the laser and optics
parameters, respectively. The optimized parameters are then used to fabricate on-chip integrated
devices involving DOEs in the bulk glass substrate.
In chapter two, this dissertation discusses the distinct properties of femtosecond lasermatter interaction, nonlinear absorption processes and localized heat accumulation. In chapter
three, the laser facilities that have been used in this work are introduced. The current techniques
on the beam / pulse shaping to overcome the fabrication challenges in FLDW are reviewed as
well. Chapter four presents the candidate materials with their material properties, and their
photo-response when exposed by a femtosecond laser. Characterization of photo-written DOEs
by techniques such as refractive index change measurement and diffraction efficiency are
presented. In chapters five and six, the fabrication of custom designed laser direct written DOEs
and their integration with other photonic devices are demonstrated. The diffraction efficiency as
a function of fabrication parameters is investigated as well as the coupling efficiency of DOEs
with direct written waveguides. This work also illustrates the creation of nonlinear optical
structures in silver containing zinc phosphate glass realized through the formation of silver
micro-structures, summarized in chapter seven. In chapter eight, degradation of functionality of
photo-written devices caused by the relaxation of material due to time and heat treatment is
discussed. Lastly, conclusions and perspectives are given in chapter nine.
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CHAPTER 2 : THEORETICAL BACKGROUND ON FEMTOSECOND
LASER-MATTER INTERACTION
Femtosecond lasers deliver a highly intense photon flux in an ultrashort time duration
that is comparable to the order of elementary interaction time scales such as electron-electron or
electron-phonon interaction times. The characteristic time scales of the electron collision time,
the electron cooling time and lattice heating time are a few fs, 1~10 ps and 0.1~1 ns respectively
[26, 27]. Figure 2.1 depicts the different laser-matter interactions for metals, semiconductors and
insulators and their characteristic interaction time – laser intensity regimes.

Figure 2.1 A chart showing schematically the relevant time and intensity scales for
laser - matter interaction regime, modified from [28, 29]

It is to be noted that the mechanisms of light-matter interaction with ultrashort pulses differ
from those of CW or longer pulse lasers; thus the resulting structures may exhibit many
distinctive features. Firstly, the interaction time is short enough to limit the interactions within a
voxel because the energy transfer time is much shorter than the thermal diffusion time of the
5

most materials in nature. The laser exposure is thus concluded even before the energy is
transported to the surroundings within the material. A two-temperature model, described by a
non-equilibrium state of extremely “hot” excited electrons combined with relatively “cold”
surroundings, explains this situation [30, 31]. This plasma interaction, driven by a very short
energy deposition time, leads to desirable features for micromachining such as the near absence
of scarf material and the creation of a limited heat affected zone (HAZ). The energy loss due to
thermal diffusion is negligible compared to the nanosecond laser pulse–matter interaction regime.
The material damage thresholds expressed in J/cm2 are reduced for ultrashort pulse irradiation
[32, 33]. Figure 2.2 shows the reduction of damage thresholds of both fused silica and CaF2 as
the pulse width is decreased. It can also be seen that the plot fits well with the τ1/2 scaling,
implying the effect is governed by thermal diffusion whose characteristic time is longer than ~10
ps where τ is the pulse width of the laser [28, 32, 34]. For material interaction with a laser
pulse(s) whose pulse durations are shorter than 10 ps, the thermal diffusion is nolonger the
dominant factor that the damage threshold obeys. The threshold becomes less dependent on the
τ1/2 scaling in this regime.
In addition, extremely high laser intensity leads to nonlinear absorption processes in
transparent dielectric materials that enable the highly localized energy deposition in the material
with a lack of linear absorption. These processes are the most important features of ultrashort
pulse – matter interaction in FLDW and also the topic of this chapter.
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Figure 2.2 Fluence of the surface damage initiation in fused silica and CaF2 as a
function of pulse width. From [32].

2.1 Ionization mechanisms in transparent media

In transparent materials where the linear absorption is not present in the range of incident
laser frequency ω ( α o ≈ 0 ), nonlinear ionization processes are dominant excitation mechanisms
which promote a bound electron to the conduction band; here, single photon excitation does not
take place. Ionization processes in transparent materials consist of two complementary
mechanisms. One is avalanche ionization and the other is photo-ionization [32-36].
2.1.1 Avalanche ionization
Avalanche ionization is a two-step process, where free carrier absorption by an electron
in the conduction band is followed by impact ionization. A free electron in the conduction band
absorbs photons until its energy exceeds the bandgap energy (Eg) of the material. An electron
with an energy E > Eg can then collide with, and excite another electron from the valence band
to the conduction band. A schematic diagram of impact ionization is depicted in Figure 2.3,.
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This process will continue throughout the duration of a light pulse increasing the free electron
density in the focal volume [32].

Figure 2.3 Schematic diagram of avalanche ionization consists of free carrier
absorption and impact ionization

This process requires seed electrons in the conduction band to initiate photo-absorption.
In the high intensity regime created by ultrashort pulses, the seed electrons can be generated
directly by photo-ionization. This defines why femtosecond laser micromachining has a
deterministic threshold because seed electrons can be always generated by photo-ionization
whether or not seed electrons exist in the material. Long laser pulses, however, show a statistical
behavior depending on the density of seed electrons and defects resulting in unevenly processed
features in a high bandgap transparent material. This deterministic (statistical) behavior of
ultrashort (long) pulse irradiation is clearly seen in Figure 2.4.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 2.4 Comparison of micro drilling of PET plastic with different pulse widths
at 800 nm. (a),(b) 80 fs, 5 µJ/pulse, with translation speed at 20 mm/s, 8 mm/s (c),(d)
200 ps. 20 µJ/pulse, 15 mm/s and 150 µJ/pulse, 20 mm/s. 80 fs pulses shows regularly
ablated dots compared to 200 ps. From [37]

To formulate the avalanche ionization, the time dependent differential of the free electron
density is described as Eq. (2.1) when a small number ne of free electrons initially present within
the voxel interact with the laser field
dne
= αI (t )ne ,
dt

(2.1)

where α, I(t), ne are the avalanche ionization coefficient[cm2/J], the incident laser
intensity[W/cm2] and the free electron density respectively.
2.1.2 Photo-ionization
If the material of interest is a transparent dielectric with a bandgap whose energy Eg >

ω , where ω is the photon energy of the incident laser wavelength, a single photon cannot
excite an electron from the valence band to the conduction band. In this regime, only nonlinear
9

absorption processes can excite the valence electron. Photo-ionization is the process of direct
excitation of the electrons in the valence band by photons ω . There are two regimes of photoionization, multiphoton ionization and tunneling ionization. Multiphoton ionization is the process
in which an atom is ionized by absorbing n photons from the laser field, described as the Eq.
(2.2 ) [38]:

nω + A q = A q +1 + e − ,

(2.2)

where q is the charge of the target atomic system A, expressed in atomic units (a.u.), ω
is the photon energy, and n > 1 is an integer indicating the number of participating photons.
Multiphoton ionization of transparent material is the dominant mechanism for intensities in the
range from 1012 to 1016 W/cm2 [36].
The rate W of the multi-photon ionization can also be described as the differential of the
free electron density,
W ( I , ω , E g ) = σ (n) I (t ) n ,

(2.3)

where σ (n) is the n-photon absorption cross section described with intensities measured
in photons cm-2 s-1. For two photon absorption cross section, the unit is expressed as [m4s/
photon2]
In tunneling ionization, the electric field of the laser is comparable to the binding
potential of the atom and can suppress the potential so that the electron can escape from the
potential well by the suppression. This process is expected to become dominant if the peak laser
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field strength exceeds the atomic field strength. Figure 2.5 illustrates two regimes of photoionization, tunneling and multiphoton ionization.

Figure 2.5 Schematic diagram of (left) Tunneling ionization and (right) multiphoton
ionization

These two ionization processes are characterized by the Keldysh parameter γ [39] given
as Eq. (2.4)

γ =

ω  mcno ε o E g 

e

I

1

2

 ,


(2.4)

where m and e are the mass and charge of the electron respectively, c is the speed of light,
no is the refraction index of the material, εo is the permittivity in vacuum, Eg is the bandgap
energy of the material, and ω and I are the frequency and intensity of the laser, respectively. If
the value of γ is greater than 1.5, the ionization follows multiphoton ionization, otherwise
tunneling takes place. Because of its nonlinear nature, the absorption is confined only to the
tightly focused volume in the medium.
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2.1.3 Contribution of avalanche and photo-ionization to free electron generation
The electron excitation kinetics is determined by the interplay of the photo-ionization and
avalanche ionization, which can be described by [34]
dn e
= σ (n) I (t ) n + αI (t )n e .
dt

(2.5)

Figure 2.6 shows the electron density of a transparent material irradiated by a single pulse.
As is seen, the free electron density populated only by multiphoton ionization reaches a
maximum at the peak of the pulse. However, the plot shows that the free electron density
resulting from the interplay between multiphoton and avalanche ionization grows to reach a
maximum throughout the pulse duration (FWHM of the pulse). Consequently, the latter results in
the higher electron density (approximately three orders of magnitude).

Figure 2.6 Electron density of the material irradiated by a ultrashort pulse
with/without a participation of avalanche ionization. From [32].

2.2 Heat accumulation effect

The thermal diffusivity D [cm2/s] of a given material is described as
12

D=

κ
,
ρc p

where κ is the thermal conductivity [W/cmK],

(2.6)

ρ

is the density of mass [ g/cm3], c p is

the specific heat capacity [J/gK] of the material [40]. Values of the thermo-physical properties of
various materials including metals, semiconductors and optical glasses are listed in Appendix A.
The thermal diffusivity of common transparent dielectrics is the order of ~10-3 cm2/s which is
~100 times smaller than metals. Thus, localized heat accumulation in transparent dielectric
materials becomes significant when the dielectrics are subjected to the high repetition rate
irradiation, whose pulse-to-pulse interval is shorter than the diffusion time of the material, the
order of a few μs in general case. Figure 2.7 illustrates the difference of material response with 1
kHz and 36 MHz laser exposure. As depicted, the pulse interval of 1 kHz laser is 1ms which is
longer than the material response time, therefore every pulse behaves single pulse irradiation
while the interval of 36 MHz laser is shorter than the thermal response time so that the next pulse
comes even though the material is not cooled enough. Consequently the required energy to excite
material is reduced by heat accumulation from prior pulses. Localized heat accumulation is
therefore the unique feature of the high repetition rate pulses.
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Figure 2.7 Comparison of the material response at 1 kHz vs. 36 MHz pulses

There are several aspects on the heat accumulation in femtosecond laser materials
processing. In the case of laser micromachining seeking sub-micron precision quality with a
minimized heat affected zone (HAZ), heat accumulation may undermine the advantage of
femtosecond machining. However, in the other case, one can actively introduce heat
accumulation to process fragile high bandgap materials by reducing the formation of a shock
wave due to use of a low applied pulse energy; this offers the benefit of an enhanced photoinduced response (reduced damage threshold). Furthermore, incorporating heat accumulation
may enhance (suppress) certain processes such as photo-thermo-chemical reactions locally. The
details of these mentioned aspects are discussed in the following paragraphs.
Schaffer et al. investigated the localized heat accumulation in bulk zinc-doped
borosilicate (Corning 0211) using a 25 MHz repetition rate pulses as a function of number of
pulses [40, 41]. Optical images of the permanent structures produced by a single pulse and
multiple pulses are seen in Figure 2.8. The structures in (a) have approximately sub-micron
diameter, which is predicted by the spot size of the NA(=1.4) while the structures in (b) show
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drastically increased diameters. It is also noticed that the structures created by successive pulses
show multiple rings implying regions of different refractive index change. Gattass et al. extended
the investigation to soda lime glass by the use of an acousto-optic (AO) gate to obtain variable
repetition rates from a 25 MHz oscillator [43].

Figure 2.8 Optical microscopic image of structural modification by a 25 MHz
oscillator (NA=1.4) (a) single pulse by 10 nJ, 100 fs and (b) by 5 nJ-30 fs pulses. Note
that the scales are different. (modified from [41, 42])

Eaton et al. also reported a heat accumulation effect in borosilicate glass at a range of 0.1
– 1 MHz by burst irradiation using an AO modulator [44]. Figure 2.9 shows the effect of heat
accumulation produced by a variable repetition rate femtosecond laser. As shown in the
micrograph, researchers observed \initiation of melting due to the cumulative heating started at
200kHz which became significant over 500 kHz. It can also be seen that there is significant
difference of the ablated spot size between 200kHz and 500kHz implying that heat accumulation
effect become dominant at > 500KHz.
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Figure 2.9 Ablation threshold map as functions of repetition rate and number of
pulses. AF45 borosilicate irradiated with 450 nJ pulses from 1045 nm femtosecond
laser. From [44]

Figure 2.10 depicts a calculation of the material temperature as a function of pulse
number at different repetition rates calculated with thermal diffusion coefficient of borosilicate
glass. As is seen, a heat accumulation effect increases the material temperature significantly
higher than non-thermal process at 100 kHz.

Figure 2.10 Heat accumulation effect. Finite-difference model of glass temperature
at a radial position of 2 µm from the center of the laser pulse. From [44]
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Both results reveal that cumulative local heating plays an important role in photo-induced
structural change at high pulse repetition rate. In general, heat accumulation is not precisely
controllable since the effect is closely related to the thermal properties of the materials matrix.
Hence it may cause material degradation and distortion in post-processed region.
Differential interference contrast (DIC) optical microscopic images of directly written
grating structures embedded in borosilicate glass are shown in Figure 2.11 as an example of
excessive cumulative heating produced. The gratings were written using the same objective lens
with pulse energies of ~1800 nJ at 100 kHz and ~375 nJ at 500 kHz respectively. Whereas well
defined fine structures are created at 100 kHz, it can clearly be seen that the excessive
cumulative heating results in a more complicated secondary pattern at 500 kHz with the smaller
pulse energy and the similar laser dose. It is thought that an increase of the local temperature by
cumulative heating resulted in melting, causing localized high pressure followed by the
generation of a shock wave. Thus the beam propagation mode is not uniform at 500 kHz while
the guiding mode is uniform and evenly localized at 100 kHz. These results directly show that
the management of cumulative local heating is important to the fabrication of desired structures
at high repetition rate.

Figure 2.11 Optical images of the cross-section of the laser generated structures
using a focusing objective with NA=0.4 at (a) 100 kHz (b) 500 kHz
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Lastly, as is mentioned above, localized cumulative heating can enhance photo-thermochemical reaction in the material, which may be advantageous for development of opto-chemical
sensors and similar applications utilizing thermo-catalytic reaction. As an example of the former,
Ag clusters can be formed in Ag+ doped glass from the photo-reduction of Ag+ to Ago followed
by an aggregation process driven by heat accumulation effect at MHz regime femtosecond laser
irradiation. In other words, the use under MHz regime removes the post heat treatment, which is
not observable at 1 kHz repetition rate regime, where requires a post annealing process for the
aggregation of reduced silver atoms is required. The detail of the experimental result on the
formation of Ag clusters will be present in the Chapter 4 and 7.
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CHAPTER 3 : FEMTOSECOND LASER DIRECT WRITING
This chapter provides the basic knowledge of femtosecond laser direct writing for further
understanding. Firstly, the laser direct writing techniques involving femtosecond lasers are
discussed. The success of laser direct writing relies on the precise control of the femtosecond
laser-matter interaction. Hence, novel laser and optical techniques which effect laser-material
interactions leading to successful device fabrication are discussed. Secondly, the femtosecond
laser systems used for this research are present with their specifications.

3.1 Femtosecond laser direct writing technique

The laser direct writing technique has been widely used in various areas of laser materials
processing for its convenience and flexibility. It produces arbitrary patterns using a tightly
focused beam so that photo-masks, which are expensive consumable parts, are not required. This
feature makes the technique suitable for the fabricaton of customized devices and prototypes by
simply changing the computer-generated writing pattern and optical configuration. In addition to
this advantage, femtosecond laser direct writing (FLDW) offers a capability of 3-D patterning in
transparent materials owing to the nonlinear absorption processes, discussed in the previous
chapter. Figure 3.1 illustrates how embedded 3-D arbitrary patterning is available in FLDW by a
comparison of the nonlinear absorption to the linear absorption process. The material (a) is
supposed to have an absorption band at the incident wavelength while the material (b) to be
transparent to the incident wavelength, which means the absence of linear absorption. When
ultrashort pulse are incident, the nonlinear absorption in (b) is localized within a focal volume
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where the laser intensity exceeds the threshold of structural modification while the linear one is
not confined, even though there is stronger absorption at the focal region in (a).

Figure 3.1 Schematic diagram of linear (a) vs. nonlinear absorption (b) in a
transparent medium. From [45]

The least requirement for 3-D FLDW is therefore high transparency of the material and
high intensity of the laser pulse. The combination of a transparent dielectric material and a
femtosecond laser equipped with a focusing optics is then the minimum utility for the 3-D
FLDW to fulfill those requirements. With these circumstances, nonlinear absorption is confined
only in the tiny focal volume, namely the “voxel” (volume pixel). A voxel can be used as an
“optical pen” to write desired photo-written 3-D structures in a transparent medium. In addition,
this fabrication protocol allows us to control over the laser-matter interactions in microscopic
scale by well defined external parameters (laser and optical parameters). The properties of the
structure are highly dependent on the optical parts and the irradiation scheme. In general, the
dimensions (e.g. line width) and properties of the laser-written structure, such as photo-induced
refractive index change of waveguides, are controlled by the following writing parameters.
•

Laser parameters ( laser wavelength, pulse width, laser power, repetition rate)

•

Mechanical parameters (translation speed and precision of the stage )

•

Optical parameters ( NA of lenses, beam delivery optics )
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In other words, those given writing parameters are the driving factors in FLDW, implying that a
wise control of those parameters guarantees successful fabrication using FLDW. This section
discusses the various techniques of controlling those writing parameters.
3.1.1 Longitudinal vs. transverse writing
There are two irradiation schemes in 3-D femtosecond laser direct writing. One is
longitudinal writing and the other is transverse writing. As illustrated in Figure 3.2, the direction
of the structural modification is the same with the laser propagation in longitudinal writing,
while the modification is formed perpendicularly to the laser propagation in the transverse
writing.

Figure 3.2 Schematic diagram of longitudinal writing (left) vs. transverse writing
(right)

The different irradiation geometries cause different shapes of the structure. The
longitudinal writing produces circular structure cross-sections, which would be useful for
waveguide writing. However, as is noticed in Figure 3.2, the working distance of the objective
limits the length of the waveguide. For instance, the 10X objective lens (N.A. = 0.25), which was
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used in this study, has the working distance of about 7mm which implies the maximum length of
the structure.
In transverse writing, the limiting factor of the length of the written structure is not the
working distance of the objective lenses, but the stroke of the translation stage and the sample
length. The transverse writing scheme is thus suitable for large area structuring. In this scheme,
the confocal length (twice of the Rayleigh length), which is determined by the NA of the
objective lens, can be another limiting factor depending upon the application. Figure 3.3
describes the difference between low and high NA lenses, which affects the shape of the voxel
and resulting structures.

Figure 3.3 The schematic illustration of the comparison of the voxel length by low
NA and high NA objectives

In the longitudinal writing, the irradiation profile follows the cross-section of the writing
beam in the x-y plane, which is normal to the propagation direction along the z axis. This means
that the irradiation profile is always circular regardless of the NA of objective as mentioned
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above. In transverse writing, the irradiation profile is the cross-section in the x-z plane, which is
elliptical in general.
In addition to the difference of irradiation cross-section, the beam overlap rate is also
described differently for each writing scheme. In Figure 3.3, the focal volume V of the voxel
(volume pixel) produced by a microscope objective can be estimated as V ≈ 2πw02 z 0 with a beam
waist w0 , Rayleigh length z 0 and laser wavelength λ . Then the beam overlap rate r is described
as Eq. (3.1),

rt = 1 −

v
2w0 f

v ,
rl = 1 −
2no z 0 f

(3.1)

where f is the repetition rate of the laser system, v is a translation speed of the stage, no is
the refractive index of the medium, rt is the rate for transverse writing and rl is for longitudinal
writing.
Beam overlap rate is important factor determining the resolution of the structure by
controlling total amount of laser dose. Figure 3.4 shows an example of the longitudinal writing
performed in bulk PMMA, using LS I and a 10X objective (NA=0.25). As expected, perfect
circular waveguides are produced. It is also noticed that the line widths of the waveguides are
different although same objective lens was used. That is due to the different overlap rate varied
by different writing speeds, 20, 30 and 40µm/s. It shows clearly that longitudinal writing (or
alternatively a high NA (oil immersion) lens) is a suitable writing scheme in many applications,
which require well defined waveguide structures. For those applications, transverse writing with
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low NA objectives may cause difficulty generating nicely shaped waveguides competitive
against the longitudinal scheme due to the long Rayleigh length of the lenses compared to beam
waist.

Figure 3.4 The side view and cross sections of waveguides in PMMA. The diameter
of the waveguide varies with the writing speeds. (from left to right, 20 µm/s, 30 µm/s
and 40 µm/s)

For other applications seeking an elongated modification region (it is the main focus of
this dissertation), transverse writing using low NA objectives are a solution. Figure 3.5 shows the
microscopic images of the modification lengths variation of gratings produced by the transverse
writing scheme. The gratings were produced in a borosilicate glass as functions of NA of
objectives and laser pulse energy. A femtosecond laser system( LS III) with a repetition rate of
100 kHz created those gratings using various objective lenses from NA=0.2 to NA= 0.4 (a-c).
As is seen in Figure 3.5 (a-c), the difference of the lengths as a function of NA of the objectives
is observed. The writing speed and pulse energy were kept constant at 0.5 mm/s and ~2.4 µJ. The
modification length at NA=0.2 is approximately twice as long with respect to the length at
NA=0.4. Figure 3.5(d-g) shows the induced refractive index (Δn) variation of the modification.
In this case, Δn is induced as a function of the pulse energy (150 ~ 1500 nJ) under the same
focusing geometry (NA=0.4). It is clearly seen that the guided region from (d) to (g) becomes
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brighter, which means higher guided light due to higher laser-induced Δn in (g). It implies that
the higher pulse energy induces higher refractive index change. The demonstration shown in
Figure 3.5 indicates that the dimension and the optical properties of the laser produced structures
can be controlled quantitatively by a single or combination of fabrication parameters listed above.
The following chapters will discuss the detail of the relationship between the NA and diffraction
efficiency of the diffractive optical element written by this scheme.

Figure 3.5 Optical images of the cross-section of the generated structures using
various focusing objectives with (a-c) numerical aperture variation at 100 kHz (a)
NA = 0.4 (b) NA = 0.3 (c) NA = 0.2, (d-g) pulse energy variation (NA=0.4) pulse
(d)Ep=150 nJ (e) Ep=300 nJ (f) Ep=900 nJ (g) Ep=1500 nJ

As discussed in this section, the wise choice of the laser writing layout and irradiation
parameters as well as appropriate fabrication parameters is the key for the successful fabrication.
However, there is always a challenge in choosing appropriate parameters because of the
limitation of resources such as a limited choice of NA and a lack of the laser power causing low
throughput. One way to overcome those limitations is beam (pulse) shaping. The following
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section discusses various beam (pulse) shaping techniques employed in laser direct writing to
achieve the desired results on each applications.
3.1.2 Beam (pulse) shaping in spatial (temporal) domain
Although femtosecond lasers have been proved as a versatile means to produce micron
size 3-D volumetric structures within a substrate, there are several limitations and challenges
which prohibit FLDW from being adopted in industrial applications.
•

An elongated beam cross-section in transverse writing

•

A short modification length with the material

•

A low laser-induced refractive index change in most materials

•

The intrinsic diffraction limit

•

It is a slow, serial process

•

Long fabrication time (low throughput)

It is not an easy task with a single writing setup to address all of these requirements at
once. The solution can be the selection of appropriate beam (pulse) shaping in the spatial (and
temporal) domain respectively, which allows us to overcome many of the limitations mentioned
above. Here, various beam (pulse) shaping methods are reviewed and their advantages and
limitations are discussed.
3.1.2.1 Spatial beam shaping in spatial domain
Spatial beam shaping is a way to reshape a laser beam profile from its initial form, which
is mostly a Gaussian profile, to appropriate profiles which are required to the applications. For
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example, many laser micromachining applications utilize beam homogenizers to produce
uniform irradiation such as top hat mode in order to improve the machining uniformity. Another
example is the use of DOEs to generate multiple outputs. For instance, gratings and custom
designed diffractive optical elements split the input beam into multiple outputs with various
intensities depending on the diffraction efficiency of DOEs. These elements enable a parallel
process increasing the throughput of the machining system.
There are also many challenges in FLDW caused by the limitations of geometrical optics.
In waveguide fabrication, as discussed in previous section, either longitudinal writing or
transverse writing with high NA objective (mostly oil immersion type) is suitable for this
application to achieve a round cross-section. However, it is not practically useful due to the short
working distance of objective lenses or the use of index matching fluid. Although, transverse
waveguide writing using low NA objective lenses is more favorable in practical application, it
suffers from the elliptical waveguide cross-section as seen in Figure 3.5. Osellame et al.
demonstrated a solution to improve the poor waveguide profile by use of cylindrical lens to
introduce an astigmatic aberration [46]. Figure 3.6 shows their system with a cylindrical lens.
They showed greatly improved waveguide cross-section even though the diameter of the
waveguide was increased. However, the setup in Figure 3.6 is assumed to be sensitive to the
misalignment of a cylindrical lens as it controls the astigmatic aberration related to the roundness
of the waveguide. Ams et al. adopted the idea and simplified the setup by replacing a cylindrical
lens with a slit having a width of 500 µm [47]. Although the use of a slit results in laser power
loss, it showed similar improvement on the waveguide profile with a use of a low NA objective
lens (NA=0.46). Figure 3.6 shows the guided beam profile with and without a slit. It is clearly
seen that the guiding region is greatly improved and appears perfectly circular.
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Figure 3.6 Astigmatical beam shaping using a cylindrical lens (left, From [46]) and
a waveguide written in a phosphate glass with/without a slit with width of 500
µm(right, From [47])

Another example of beam shaping is in the use of axicons, which are the optical elements
producing a Bessel beam. Axicons have been widely used in trepanning drilling [48], optical
tweezers [49] and many other applications requiring a ring shape beam profile. Figure 3.7(a,b)
shows a configuration of an axicon and its ring-shaped intensity profile. Another advantage of
using axicons is their very long beam waist. Figure 3.7(c,d) shows the intensity profile of the
setup with an axicon used for the fabrication of very thin and long micro-channels [50].
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Figure 3.7 A setup using axicon(a) and its beam profile (b) (c-d) micro channel
formation using an axicon ( From [48, 50])

Splitting an input beam into plural output beams is another pathway to improve not only
the throughput, but also the position accuracy of a desired sub-pattern. Here we discuss several
examples of the use of DOEs and interferometry in femtosecond laser processing. Figure 3.8
shows the laser micro-patterning using a four-level phase DOE which has 22 focal points with a
partial periodic structure, demonstrated by Kuroiwa et al. [6]. The researchers used a DOE
designed by a computer generated hologram method for the wavelength at 800nm.

Figure 3.8 A four-level phase DOE used for the laser drilling of SiO2 glass. (a) focal
shape of the DOE pattern (left-without objective, right-with objective), (b,c) optical
microscope images of (b)ablation pattern on the surface of SiO2 glass (c) embedded
structures within SiO2 glass (From [6])
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Another case is the use of DOEs to produce multiple beam interferometer, demonstrated
by Misawa et al., for either holographic recording[51, 52] or multi-beam recording [53]. Figure
3.9 shows the universal configuration using a DOE for both recording types. The sample position
1 in Figure 3.9 is to irradiate the sample by a holographic interferogram while position 2 is for
the multi-beam scheme exposure. The laser-written grating shown in Figure 3.9 was recorded in
bulk As2S3 by direct multi-beam writing (31 inline beams) inducing photodarkening. The same
exposure strategy was used to create 2-D micro rods using an interferogram via two-photon
polymerization, which is also shown in Figure 3.9(right).

Figure 3.9 Holographic writing method using a diffractive beam splitter (left) and
photo-written grating (mid) and 2-D photonic crystal (right) demonstrated by
Misawa group. From [51-53]

Kawamura et al. also demonstrated a similar technique based on holographic recording to
create a micro grating in fused silica, which is shown in Figure 3.10. The colliding angle
between two beams was varied from 15~158°, corresponding to the fringe spacing of 3~0.43µm,
shown in Figure 3.10(b) [54]. The second grating, which is in Figure 3.10(c), was recorded by a
double exposure [55]. Once the hologram was recorded in one direction, the sample was rotated
90° to record the same grating in the perpendicular direction, so that the resulting pattern shows
buried periodic 2-D micro structure as seen below.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3.10 (a) Holographic recording setup using two beam interferometry and (b)
surface and (c)volumetric gratings written in fused silica ( From [54, 55])

3.1.2.2 Pulse shaping in temporal domain
As discussed above, the primary strategy of the beam shaping is to modify the input
beam’s spatial intensity eitherby diffraction, interference or any other method. However, it is not
closely related to the materials properties. Pulse shaping is also the reformation of the beam
intensity, but in the temporal domain. It can be related to the materials properties such as thermal
diffusivity and characteristic time constants of energy transfer between elementary particles and
plasma formation. Thus the aim of the pulse shaping is to enhance the photo-response of
materials to increase the efficiency of modification.
One of the commonly used techniques in FLDW is burst mode processing. The key idea
of the technique is converting a single input pulse into a burst, which consists of multiple sub
pulses with a sub-pulse interval τ. In general, τ is much shorter than the inverse of the repetition
rate of the laser system. Burst mode pulses are generated either by implementation of a two
(multiple) beam interferometer or by use of acousto-optic (AO) modulators, which enables fast
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gating. In addition, the former has an advantage to have arbitrary sub-pulse interval depending
on a delay stage. However, the alignment required is very sophisticated. The advantage of the
latter scheme is the simplicity and easy configuration as well as quasi-arbitrary burst repetition
rate. In this case, the sub-pulse interval is not variable since the interval is the same as initial
repetition rate of the laser system. The interferometric configuration has been demonstrated
using the low repetition rate laser systems (a few kHz) and AO modulators are widely used for
the MHz repetition rate regime. The realization of the former has been demonstrated with a few
different schemes by Herman et al.[56], Marjoribanks group [57, 58], Siders et al. [59] and the
Laser plasma laboratory in CREOL [60, 61]. The typical implementation based on interferometry
is shown in Figure 3.11.
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Figure 3.11 Interferometric configuration for burst pulse generation ( From [59])
and 8-pulse Hyper Michelson interferometer built in the laser plasma laboratory in
CREOL

The schematic of the use of AO modulator is illustrated in Figure 3.12. The
implementation has been demonstrated by Gattass et al.[43], Eaton et al. [44], Canioni et al.[62]
and other research groups.
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Figure 3.12 The scheme of the gating with an AO modulator for burst pulse
generation.

Figure 3.13 shows the comparison of the etch rate for single pulse and burst mode drilling
[56]. Two advantageous aspects of burst mode drilling are clearly seen in the figure. One is the
decease of the laser fluence for the onset of drilling. The other is the steeper slope of the etch
rate as a function of laser fluence. These attributes of burst mode drilling promises more efficient
drilling since the burst pulses enhance the photo-induced response of material either by
stimulating the formation of electron plasma or by increasing the local temperature due to the
heat accumulation. Figure 3.14(a) shows that the drilled diameter is increased and the onset of
the structural modificaiton is decreased as the number of the sub-pulse increases. It is probably
due to the efficient local heat accumulation in focal volume shown in Figure 3.14 (b).
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Figure 3.13 The etch rate of single pulse vs. burst mode drilling ( From [56])

Figure 3.14 Drilled hole by a burst drilling with different sub-pulses. From [63]

Burst pulse processing has advantages not only in the increase of processing efficiency,
but also for the improvement of processing quality. Figure 3.15 shows the difference of single
and burst pulse drilling quality on the borosilicate glass. It is clearly noticed that the edge of
burst pulse drilled hole is much smoother than single pulse drilled hole at the same fluence. It is
due to lower sub pulse energy generating weaker shockwaves and less debris to the substrate
even though the total fluence of a burst is kept the same with the single pulse.
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As mentioned briefly above, the control of the sub-pulse interval and burst pulse
repetition rate is important since it is closely related to the intrinsic material properties such as
thermal diffusivity and plasma formation. This infers that a sub-pulse interval should be
optimized for the material of interest. Figure 3.16 shows the difference of the burst pulse ablation
as a function of repetition rate and pulse interval on a tooth and on an alumina ceramic substrate
respectively.
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Figure 3.15 Surface profile of drilled holes via single pulse and burst pulse
(Borosilicate glass)

Figure 3.16 Burst mode ablation of tooth with ultrashort pulsetrain-bursts with
5,10 and 20 µs (From [57]) and alumina ceramic. (produced by Laser plasma lab,
From [61])
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3.2 Femtosecond laser direct writing setup

In this dissertation, three femtosecond laser systems were used for the different
requirements of investigations on a variety of materials and applications. The first system (LS I)
is a custom built extended cavity Ti:Sapphire oscillator with 26MHz rep. rate at ~800 nm center
wavelength. The second system (LS II) is a regenerative amplified Ti:Sapphire laser (Spitfire,
Spectra Physics) with the repetition rate of 1 kHz at 800 nm center wavelength. The third system
(LS III) is an Yb-doped femtosecond fiber laser (FCPA µJewel D-400-VR, IMRA America Inc.)
operating at various repetition rates from 100 kHz up to 5 MHz. The center wavelength is at
~1043nm with the pulse width of around 450fs. Table 3.1 shows the details of these laser
systems. With these three systems, customized laser irradiation in the low/ intermediate/ high
intensity regimes at various repetition rates is available on the materials of interest depending
upon the target materials for each application.

Table 3.1 Specifications of laser systems

Type
Center wavelength
(nm)
Pulse width
(fs)
Rep. rate
(MHz)
Pulse energy (Max)
(µJ)

1

LS I

LS II

LS III

Ti:Sapphire

Ti:Sapphire

Yb doped fiber

800

800

1043

~60

~120

400 ~ 450

26

0.1

0.1 – 5

<0.02

~1000

< 51

At 100 kHz
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These laser systems are integrated with laser direct writing systems consisting of
computer controlled 3 dimensional writing stages (VP-25XA, Newport and ALS-130, Aerotech),
and beam delivery optics including microscope objectives (NA=0.1~0.65) to deliver the
femtosecond beam to the sample. A LabView based program was developed to control the 3-D
stages in order to produce various diffractive patterns. Figure 3.17 depicts the laser writing setup.

Figure 3.17 Schematic diagram of a laser direct writing system

Figure 3.18(a) and (b) shows fully equipped laser direct writing setups for LS I and LS II
respectively. The beam (pulse) profiles of both laser systems were characterized using a
Grenouille (Model 8-20, Swamp optics), which is shown in Figure 3.18(b). The pulse widths
were measured to be ~60 fs and ~110 fs respectively. An optical parametric oscillator (OPO) was
attached to LS II to generate tunable wavelengths λ > 1 μm via parametric conversion. The
variable wavelength range of the OPO system is about from 1.2 to 2.6 μm.
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Figure 3.18 (a) 26 MHz extended cabity Ti:sapphire oscillator (LS I) (b) 1 kHz
regenerative amplified Ti:Sapphire laser system (LS II) with an optical parametric
oscillator (OPO)

Figure 3.19 shows a laser direct writing station using a Yb doped fiber laser system
which is referred to LS III above. The pulse width of the system was characterized by a custom
built auto-correlator, which is shown in Figure 3.19(b). The auto-correlation trace at 1 MHz
repetition rate is shown in Figure 3.19(c).

Figure 3.19 Laser direct writing system with (a) Yb-doped fiber femtosecond laser
(LS III) (b) a custom-built auto-correlator (c) auto-correlation at 1 MHz ( <510 fs)
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Various types of objective lenses are used for this work as shown in Figure 3.20. Low NA
refractive lenses (NA=0.1 ~ 0.4) were used for applications requiring long working distance and
deep modification depth while oil immersion lenses (NA=1.25) were used for high resolution
sub micron structuring. A Schwarzschild reflective objective (NA=0.5) offered small focused
beam size with long working distance (~ 10mm) which was useful for longitudinal writing in a
thick sample.

Figure 3.20 Refractive and reflective type objective lenses with various NA
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CHAPTER 4 : CHOICE OF MATERIALS AND THEIR
CHARACTERIZATION OF PHOTO-RESPONSE
The aim of this chapter is to provide physical, chemical and optical properties of chosen
materials for this dissertation in order to offer basic understanding for the systematic study of
photo-structural modification of the materials.
A variety of optical materials including (non) oxide glasses and photosensitive glasses
were chosen to explore the feasibility for a suitable platform of buried volumetric optical
structures written by a femtosecond laser. The candidate materials for photonic devices should
possess the following attributes:
•

High transmittance in the NIR for 3-D direct writing

•

Low loss in the desired wavelength range

•

Stability ( chemically stable and robust to the air / moisture environment )

•

Low thermal / mechanical degradation with irradiated structure

Fused silica, borosilicate, and tellurite glasses have been chosen as oxide glass families of
interest and As0.42-x-yGexSbyS0.58 glass as the photosensitive non oxide glass family as newly
developed for high nonlinear optical coefficient and superb MIR transparency. Novel metal
doped SiO2 thin films, silver containing tellurite and zinc phosphate glass were also investigated
for the space selective photo-precipitation of metal nanoparticles. The samples, except for
commercial fused silica and borosilicate glass (EAGLE2000, PGO), were provided from our
collaboration groups at Clemson University and University of Bordeaux I.
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4.1 Optical materials and their potential in photonic device fabrication

The first step to successful femtosecond material processing is to choose the right
material for the desired application guided by a deep understanding of material science. The
second step is to determine proper optical means for delivering light to the material including the
laser wavelength, pulse width and pulse energy maximizing the photo-response of the material.
This section offers the basic information of materials chosen for this work.
4.1.1 Oxide glasses
Oxide glasses have been widely used in the the history of optics due to their superior
optical properties such as high transparency in the range from NUV to NIR as well as their
robust thermal, mechanical and chemical stability. Furthermore, the explosive development of
fiber optic communication resulting from these glasses has brought much attention to oxide
glasses. In this research, fused silica and borosilicate glasses are discussed as conventional and
commercially available glasses and tellurite glass for advanced optical material for novel
photonics application.
4.1.1.1 Fused silica / borosilicate
Fused silica is a preferred optical glass to the investigation of laser-matter interaction for
its simplest molecular structure to analyze underlying physical and chemical mechanisms by
femtosecond laser irradiation. Borosilicate glass is also widely used commercially available
oxide glass for its low thermal expansion coefficient. Many investigations using these glasses
have been demonstrated for FLDW such as passive and active waveguides [10, 11, 64], Bragg
gratings and Fresnel zone plates. Recently, the huge interest in the micro-fluidic channels
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fabrication has been rising towards the fabrication of lab-on-a-chip and disposable sensors [65,
66]. A great concern for many researchers has been to fabricate reliable photonic structures,
which consists of micro-fluidic channels and waveguides, using FLDW. The refractive index
and thermal properties are given in the Table 4.1.

Table 4.1 Refractive index and thermal properties of fused silica and borosilicate[67]
Fused silica 2

Borosilicate (EAGLE 2000) 3

Refractive index

1.460 (1014.0nm)

nD = 1,5068 (589,3nm)

Density (g/cm3)

2.202 g/cm3 (20°C)

2,37 g/cm3 (20°C)

5.5 x 10-7/ °C

31.8 x 10-7/ °C

Thermal expansion
coefficient
(0-300°C)

36.1 x 10-7/ °C

(25-670°C)
4.1.1.2 Tellurite

Tellurite glasses exhibit high transparency in MIR, good thermal-mechanical stability and
laser damage resistance. This glass family is also considered as good optical host materials for
rare-earth doping due to low phonon energy. Furthermore, these glasses are promising for high
Raman gain platform as they possess high linear and nonlinear optical refractive indices
compared to other oxide glass such as fused silica or phosphate glass. As a consequence, this
tellurite glass family has been investigated for Raman gain amplifier [68, 69], SHG [70-74] and
nanofabrication[75]. In this dissertation, a tellurite glass with a composition of 70TeO2-10Bi2O3-

2

From ref[67]

3

From http://www.pgo-online.com/intl/katalog/eagle2000.html
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20ZnO is investigated as a base glass matrix and silver doped glasses from 2.5% to 7.5% Ag are
studied as well. This research explores the means where by one can locally precipitate silver
nanoparticles using femtosecond laser irradiation so that the glass can be a platform towards
nonlinear optical applications such as SHG. The details of the composition are shown in Table
4.2. This investigation aims to provide a summary of photo-induced response of the newly
processed tellurite glass series subjected to the femtosecond laser irradiation.

Table 4.2 Compositional difference of Zn-Bi-tellurite with/without silver doping
Doping

Composition

Undoped

70TeO2-10Bi2O3-20ZnO

Silver doped

2.5%Ag - 97.5%(70TeO2-10Bi2O3-20ZnO)
5%Ag - 95%(70TeO2-10Bi2O3-20ZnO)
7.5%Ag - 92.5%(70TeO2-10Bi2O3-20ZnO)

The absorption spectra near the femtosecond laser are shown in Figure 4.1

1.4

Undoped
2.5% Ag

Abs (a.u.)

1.2
1.0
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0.0
300

400

500

600

700

800

900

Wavelength (nm)
Figure 4.1 Absorption spectra of tellurite family ((70TeO2-10Bi2O3-20ZnO
(undoped), 2.5%Ag - 97.5%(70TeO2-10Bi2O3-20ZnO)
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4.1.2 Photosensitive glasses
The term ‘photosensitive’ is used here in the sense of a material with narrow bandgap
with respect to the wide bandgap exhibited by materials such as fused silica. Fused silica has a
bandgap of 8.9 eV which requires a multiphoton (~6) process for 800 nm femtosecond laser
irradiation. It means that either a single photon in the deep UV regime or multiple photons in
ultrahigh intensity regimes, (which enables multiphoton absorption,) is required to excite
electrons from the ground state. Photosensitive glasses have, as their name indicates, much lower
bandgap resulting in a lower damage threshold at NIR femtosecond irradiation.
Chalcogenide glasses (ChGs) are one of the most well known photosensitive glasses.
Chalcogenide glasses are amorphous semiconductors containing Chalcogen (Group VI: S, Sb,
and Te) species which are responsible for the high nonlinearity in this glass family as well as
high IR transparency and photosensitivity. The giant photoexpansion and photo-darkening by
near bandgap laser irradiation in ChG has been well known from a few decades ago, and studied
by many investigations [76]. Series of research on femtosecond laser irradiation in these glasses
have been intensively conducted by Laser plasma laboratory group as well [77-82]. In this
dissertation, home-made ChGs have been investigated in bulk form to study their laser-induced
photo-response when subjected to the femtosecond laser irradiation. As0.42-x-yGexSbyS0.58 glasses
have been investigated, with glasses provided by the Clemson University team. The preparation
of the glass sample is described in [79, 83]. Table 4.3 and Figure 4.2 shows their chemical and
optical properties. It is noted that as heavy Sb content is increased, the material density is
increased and the bandgap of the system is red-shifted. The refractive index is also increased
whereas in the case of increasing Ge content, the refractive index decreased from that of As42S58.
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Table 4.3 material properties of the system
Sample

EDS (±5%)

Density
(g/cm3 ±0.02)

Tg (°C ±5)

Band gap (nm)
@ 10cm-1

As42S58

As42S58

3.20

210

580

As36Ge6S58

As34Ge8S59

3.15

220

580

As36Sb6S58

As37Sb6S57

3.40

208

625
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Figure 4.2 Refractive index of given materials(top) in NIR region (bottom) in MIR
region. From [84] 4

4

Provided from N. Carlie at Clemson University
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4.1.3 Noble metal ion containing glasses
Nobel metal nanoparticles embedded within glass provide a great opportunity to tune
optical properties of glass matrix by changing their metallic compositions, size and concentration.
They exhibit large third order nonlinear susceptibility and ultrafast nonlinear response which
promote them promising materials for an ultrafast all-optical switch in the THz region [85-87].
Moreover, these glasses would be suitable for the platforms of nano-structured surface
plasmonics prepared by laser irradiation. Commonly, ion exchange and ion implantation are used
to provide a means of space-selective precipitation of nanoparticles in a substrate [88-90].
However, both the composition of the glass matrix and the nanoparticles-precipitated area after
further treatment are restricted in the ion-exchange method. Laser direct writing can offer
versatility of space selective formation / dissolution of nanoparticles without any restriction and
damage.
4.1.3.1 Ag/Cu/Au doped silica glass prepared by sol-gel method
Three metal species (Ag, Au, Cu) have been doped in silica glass films prepared by solgel method to investigate photo-induced metallic nanoparticles formation /dissolution using UV
and NIR light sources including a CW UV lamp, a 3rd harmonic Nd:YAG laser and a 1 kHz
Ti:Sapphire laser. The metallic precursors were dissolved in solvent to be mixed with a
tetraethylorthosilicate (TEOS, C8H20O3Si, Sigma –Aldrich), using ethanol as a solvent. The final
solution was sealed and stirred at room temperature for 24 h. The films were spin-coated on
microscope slides with the thickness less than 1 µm and annealed for 15 h at 150 ºC. The
absorption spectra before and after the irradiation will be present in the next section.
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4.1.3.2 Silver containing zinc phosphate glass
The glass composition of the matrix is P2O5-Ag2O-Ga2O3-ZnO [91, 92]. The glass was
produced using a melt-quench method. (NH4)2HPO4, ZnO, AgNO3, and Ga2O3 were the raw
materials. Gallium oxide was introduced to increase the glass stability. The raw materials were
placed in platinum crucible to heat up to 1000 ºC with the heating rate of 1 ºC/min. Then the
glass was annealed at 320 ºC (55 ºC below Tg) for 3 hours. The concentrations of silver for this
research were 1% and 4% (mol %). Figure 4.3 shows the absorption and emission spectra of the
glass [92]. The emission located at 380 nm, corresponding to the absorption at 265nm, is
attributed to isolated Ag+ silver ions.

Figure 4.3 Absorption and emission spectra of 1 % silver containing zinc-phosphate
glass. From [92]
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4.2 Characterization of laser-written structures

4.2.1 Physical domain
4.2.1.1 Differential interference contrast (DIC) optical microscopy
Optical microscopy is the most commonly used technique to observe the physical
appearance of surface features. Although the resolution of the technique is governed by the
optical diffraction limit, various image quality enhancement techniques generally enable micron
to submicron resolution. Specifically, DIC optical microscope exploiting a polarizer and an
analyzer provides the ability to increase the contrast of region possessing slightly different
refractive indices. This configuration has provided powerful imaging means for transparent
specimen such as biological cells, tissues, and glasses. Therefore, it is suitable not only for
surface modifications but also for the observation of femtosecond laser written embedded
structures in transparent substrate such as photo-induced refractive index change exhibiting
similar refractive index with their transparent surroundings.
4.2.1.2 White light surface profiler
White light interferometeric surface profilometry is a non contact method to characterize
the surface of the specimen. The Zygo NewView 6300 (Zygo Coporation, http://www.zygo.com/)
was used to measure and characterize the surface expansion or contraction induced by laser
irradiation with nanometer resolution. The Zygo profiler is based on the Fizeau interferometry:
the light from a white light LED is split into two arms. One is reflected from the surface of the
sample and then interferes with the other arm reflected from the reference surface. The resulting
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interferogram is analyzed to be converted as the surface profile. This profiler offers high vertical
resolution (< 0.1 nm) since it is based on white light interferometry and the coherence length of
the light source is very short. The lateral resolution is from 0.36 to 9.5 µm, which is objective
dependent. Figure 4.4 shows an example of the surface profile measurement. Femtosecond laser
irradiated bulk As36Ge6S58 exhibits photo-expansion on the order of a few tens of nanometer.
The surface profile reveals that the expanion is laser dose dependent. The detail of the analysis is
present in section 4.3.2.

Figure 4.4 Photoexpansion of bulk As36Ge6S58 glass measured by zygo white light
surface profiler

4.2.1.3 Optical coherence microscopy
Optical coherence microscopy (OCM) provides noninvasive highly resolved 3dimensional images of biological specimens. [93, 94] To date, very few studies on imaging
femtosecond laser directly written samples have been carried out [13]. As OCM implementations
have been constructed with Ti:Sapphire-based femtosecond lasers to take an advantage of its
broadband spectrum, the materials of interest for femtosecond laser machining such as oxide
glass and optical polymers possess the same transparent windows as the OCM probe source. This
means that it is possible to perform low noise measurements relying on low intrinsic extinction
ratios. In these materials, furthermore, as this technique does not require any sample preparation
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prior to the measurement, it may be utilized as a fast diagnostic means on the laser direct writing
station to evaluate the quality of the specimen in real time. OCM can be used for 3-D
visualization of the femtosecond laser directly written buried 3-D structures.
The OCM system used in this research provides ~2.5 µm axial resolution in air and ~1.72
µm in fused silica corresponding to a 120 nm bandwidth. The lateral resolution is dependent on
the objective lens. In this work, 0.12 NA objective lens providing 4.4 µm lateral resolution and
35 µm depth of focus in fused silica was used. Figure 4.5 shows an embedded laser-induced
refractive index change and void formation written in fused silica substrate. The sample was
produced to examine the detectability of the OCM facility with the S/N ratio of ~ 97 dB. Figure
4.6 is the OCM images of the side view and top views of the void formation created by 8.3 µJ.
The 3-D structures are clearly seen without any shadow effect. However, the refractive index
change is not detected, probably due to the low index change of the fused silica, implying the
induced index is less than 10-5 corresponding to the sensitivity of 97dB [95].
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Figure 4.5 (a) Map of the buried structure (b) optical image of the laser-written
structure in fused silica

Figure 4.6 OCM images of buried 3-D structure (a) side view (b-d) top views at
different depths (Images were provided by the ODA lab, led by Dr. Rolland.)
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To increase the photo-induced refractive index change and improve detectivity of
refractive index change, a bolosilicate glass was used as a substrate. Figure 4.7 and Figure 4.8 is
the images of a buried FZP taken by DIC optical microscope and OCM respectively. The 172
images of side view in x-z plane were acquired by scanning in x-direction. The top view image
was then reconstructed from re-slicing of 172 images. This image clearly proved that OCM can
detect refractive index changed structrures. Furthermore, the modified length can be measured
without any sample preparation such as grinding and polishing.

Figure 4.7 An embedded FZP written in borosilicate

Figure 4.8 OCM images of an embedded FZP written in borosilicate (a) top view (b)
side view (a mirror image is also shown in the side view which can be removed by a
appropriate data analysis) (Images were provided by the ODA lab, led by Dr. Rolland.)
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4.2.1.4 Laser-induced refractive index change
Refractive index change of laser written structure can be measured with several methods
such as refracted-near field profilometry [9, 45], microellipsometer [7], cylindrical waveguide
mode solving routine (Rsoft BeamPROP) [44, 96] OCT [13], guided mode analysis of a written
waveguide [13], white light interferometry [77, 81], Swanepoel analysis [81, 97] and grating
method [14, 16]. These methods are complementary to each other in terms of accuracy and ease
of measurement. Grating method is a measurement of diffractive power of input beam via a
laser-induced grating. This method does not provide either a precise numbers or sign of the index
change, but estimation of overall change due to the formation of a grating. However it is often
used for its easy scheme as well as simple implementation. Figure 4.9 depicts the concept of the
measurement. The refractive index change is deduced from the measured diffraction efficiency
which is the ratio of the 1st diffracted power to the input power.

Figure 4.9 A schematic illustration of a measurement of the refractive index change
using a grating method.

The diffraction efficiency of the amplitude / phase grating can be represented by the Eq. 4.1[98]
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ηm = (

π∆nd 2 ∆Kd 2
) +(
) ,
4
λ

(4.1)

where η is a diffraction efficiency of the 1st order, Δn and ΔK are the refractive index and
absorption coefficient of the glass, and d is the depth of the grating, and λ is the wavelength of
input beam. In most transparent phase grating, In this work, this method was utilized for the
estimation of laser-induced gratings. In phase grating, ΔK is negligible, thus Eq. (4.3) involving
Bessel function is often used alternatively [14].

η m = J m2 (δ ) = J m2 (

2πL∆n
).
λ cosθ

(4.2)

4.2.2 Chemical domain
4.2.2.1 Raman spectroscopy
Raman spectroscopy is a means to investigate a transition which is forbidden by onephoton excitation. It is useful to investigate change of molecular structure by stimulation, in this
study, stimulation by intense laser irradiation. Figure 4.10 shows a depiction of the Raman
scattering. The involved energy levels are indicated as g, n and n’ which are a ground level and
upper states respectively. Stokes Raman scattering is a transition from g to n via intermediate
state related to n’ (ω > ωs) and Anti-Stokes scattering is vice versa (ω < ωs) where ω and ωs
represents excitation photon and Raman scattering respectively.
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Figure 4.10 E level diagram of Raman scattering (a) Stokes (b) Anti-Stokes

In material research, Raman spectroscopy can be used to identify the presence of the
target bonds in the material by examining the existence of their vibration modes as a
spectroscopic “tag”. In this dissertation, photo-expansion of chalcogenide glasses was
investigated using a micro Raman spectroscope to understand the underlying chemical
mechanism of the bond change responsible for the photo-expansion induced by femtosecond
laser irradiation.
Figure 4.11 shows a Raman spectrometer coupled from two laser sources; a 515 nm
frequency doubled Yb-YAG laser and a tunable Ti:Sapphire oscillator tuned by VBG coupler in
NIR range (750 ~ 850 nm). Therefore, micro Raman with broad wavelength range enables the
investigations of the photo-structural modification produced in various glasses such as oxide
glasses and photosensitive glasses.
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Figure 4.11 VBG coupled multi-pump Raman spectroscope

4.2.2.2 UV-VIS-IR spectrophotometry
The UV-VIS-IR spectrophotometer is an apparatus consisting of a broadband light source,
a monochrometer, a photo detector, beam delivery optics and sample holder. It is used to
measure the fraction of light that passes through a sample. The light is then detected through a
monochrometer to select only one wavelength from the continuum to measure the portion of the
wavelength. The monochrometer is swept throughout the desired wavelength range. Thus the
linear optical properties such as transmission and absorption of the sample are measured. A
CARY 500 (Varian Inc), which offers a detection range from 170 nm to 3300 nm, was used for
this investigation. It was intensively used for extinction (attenuation by absorption and scattering)
spectroscopy experiment to confirm the formation/dissolution of metallic nanoparticles in
Ag/Au/Cu doped SiO2 thin film by UV laser or NIR femtosecond laser irradiation. It is well
known that noble metal nanoparticles such as Ag and Au induce additional absorption bands in
the host material at the visible range due to surface plasmon resonance, which can be explained
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by Mie theory [99]. The location of the absorption band depends on their size, shape and density.
Therefore, not only the existence of the metallic nanoparticles, but also their physical properties
can be deduced from the extinction measurement. The example of the measurement is shown in
4.3.3.
4.2.2.3 Fluorescence (confocal) microscopy
Photoluminescence is an emission from a semi-stable level to the ground level. This
process occurs when an electron is excited from the ground state to higher energy level by
absorption of photon via external excitation. The electron spontaneously decays to the next lower
level by energy loss until it reaches to the semi-stable level. The electron emits a photon
corresponding to the difference of energy from upper level to ground level. If the radiation is
spin-allowed transition, the process is called “fluorescence” whose lifetime is typically 0.1 ~10
ns[100]. Figure 4.12 shows a schematic diagram of fluorescence process. As is seen, the energy
of the emitted photon cannot exceed the energy of excitation photon duo to the energy
conservation. In general, fluorescence provides the information on the intrinsic electronic
configuration in the material which can be used as a “fingerprint” of the presence of the material.
Fluorescence (confocal) microscopy is widely used for biological imaging and material science
for the investigation of the fluorophore tagged specimen or intrinsic fluorescent materials.
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Figure 4.12 Diagram of the energy levels involved in fluorescence

In this dissertation, fluorescence microscopy was also used to investigate the properties
of photo-reduced silver clusters since their photoluminescence properties are well known [101103]. One-photon or two-photon fluorescence spectroscopy using femtosecond laser irradiated
silver containing zinc phosphate glass was investigated to confirm the existence of photoreduced silver clusters in the glass after irradiation. The details of the experiment to confirm the
precipitation of silver nanoparticles in zinc phosphate glass by their photoluminescence
properties will be present in section 4.3.3.

4.3 Photo-response of materials under femtosecond laser irradiation

4.3.1 Ablation threshold measurements
Ablation is the process describing destructive, violent removal of the material from the
surface by intense laser irradiation. “Optical breakdown” is often misused as an alternative term
in similar phenomena by laser pulses, but it is more general process regarding the breaking bonds
between molecules, and not necessarily either material removal or confined on the surface.
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However, ablation and optical breakdown thresholds of a material of interest are similar in the
order of magnitude. Thus, bond strength of the material of interest is often estimated by
measuring ablation threshold because phenomena on the surface are easier to observe and
analyze than the events in the bulk. Figure 4.13 shows a typical ablation threshold map whose
one axis represents an intensity of the irradiation and the other axis is a function of time (or
number of pulses). Black dots are a physical removal of material from the surface of the sample.

Figure 4.13 Optical microscopic image of an ablation threshold map (PMMA)

Table 4.4shows ablation thresholds of a variety of optical materials including glasses and
PFCB polymer. As discussed, the ablation threshold of materials can be estimated through their
absorption properties. As is shown in the table, borosilicate glass exhibits the highest ablation
threshold while chalcogenide glass family has the lowest value.
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Table 4.4 Ablation threshold of various glasses and polymers at different repetition rates 5
Irradiance ( GW/cm2 )
Sample

1 kHz
(800 nm)

Microscope slide
glass (borosilicate)
Tellurite
Borophosphate
(1-x)(0.514Ca(PO3)20.436NaPO30.05Na2B4O7) – x
Nb2O5

Chalcogenide

9.44 MHz
(1030 nm)

26 MHz
(800 nm)

55.2E+3
TeO2-Bi2O3-ZnO (TeBiZn)

12.9E+3

TeO2-Na2B4O7 (Te9)

930.0

X=0.025

8.4E+3

X=0.30

3.4E+3

X=0.40

3.4E+3

X=0.45

2.5E+3

3.0E+3

As42S58

446.3

As36Sb6S58

297.6

As36Ge6S58

485.1

PFCB (polymer)

813.0

419.0 6

In Figure 4.14, schematic depiction of the ablation threshold of the optical materials
tested for this dissertation is illustrated as functions of intensity and repetition rate. It should be
noted that, even for the same material composition, higher repetition rates tends to reduce
ablation threshold. This issue will be discussed later.

5

Measurement errors are less than ±5%

6

Measured at different repetition rate of 36 MHz
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Figure 4.14 Schematic diagram of the ablation threshold ranges of optical material
families

It may also be noticed that, ablation threshold variance is dependent on the absorption
properties in the similar composition with the same base material. For instance, borophosphate
family the absorption bandgap shifts to longer wavelength as the amount of Nb2O5 increased.
The shift leads to decrease of the ablation threshold, as shown in Figure 4.15. The same trend is
also seen in Chalcogenide glass family. In Table 4.3, The bandgap of As42S58 and As36Sb6S58 has
similar at 580nm while As36Sb6S58 has red-shifted bandgap at 625nm. As seen in Table 4.4,
As36Sb6S58 has the lowest ablation threshold that would be resulted from the red shift of the
absorption bandgap closed to the laser wavelength of λ = 800 nm.
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Figure 4.15 Absorption spectra(top) and ablation threshold (bottom) of
borophosphate and tellurite (Te9) glass

It should also be noted that, even same material shows different ablation threshold at
different repetition rate, as discussed in chapter 2 and 3. In the case of tellurite glass (TeBiZn),
the ablation threshold at 1 kHz is one order of magnitude higher than 9.44MHz, even though the
laser wavelength is slightly different in NIR regime. PFCB polymer shows the same result, but
not as drastic as tellurite. This confirms that it is the heat accumulation effect which reduces the
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onset of material damage. Figure 4.16 shows threshold maps of 10 µm thick PFCB thin film
irradiated at different repetition rate, 1 kHz and 36 MHz.

Figure 4.16 Ablation threshold map of PFCB at different repetition regime
(a) 36 MHz (b) 1 kHz

4.3.2 Photoexpansion and related structural modification
Photo-expansion of chalcogenide glass induced by laser irradiation is quite well known
feature. Tanaka et al. [76, 104] observed giant photo-expansion of As2S3 by HeNe laser
irradiation. In this investigation, photo-expansion via femtosecond laser irradiation was
systematically investigated as a function of laser dose. Six lines with 200 µm were written on the
each bulk ChG glasses (As42S58 /As36Sb6S58/ As36Ge6S58) via 26 MHz femtosecond laser pulses
centered at ~800nm. A 10X microscope objective with NA=0.25 was used to focus the laser
beam into the sample. The laser pulse energy was kept constant, ~90% of the ablation threshold
of materials to produce the maximum photo-expansion. In this way, laser dose was controlled
only by writing speed and is inversly proportional to the writing speed. Laser dose was changed
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as a function of writing speed. The writing speed was varied from 5~160 µm/s. Figure 4.17(a)
shows the photo-expansion of bulk As36Ge6S58. In the picture, the photo-expansion decreases as
writing speed increases due to the reduced laser dose. The trend is clearly seen in other glasses
shown in Figure 4.17(b).
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Figure 4.17 (a) Photoexpansion of bulk As36Ge6S58 glass measured by zygo white
light surface profiler (the translation speed was varied from the highest line, 5, 10,
20, 40, 80 and 160 µm/s) (b) Photoexpansion of As42S58/ As36Ge6S52/ As36Sb6S58 as a
function of laser dose. From [105]

The photo-expansion by fs irradiation was investigated with micro Raman in order to
understand the molecular bond changes responsible for the photo-expansion. In Figure 4.18, the
Raman spectra of three compositions after laser irradiation are shown. There is no real change in
the main band of As42S58 after irradiation while As36Sb6S58 and As36Ge6S58 has significant
decrease of peak in the main band. However, all three compositions exhibit changes in the
regions from 200 to 250 cm-1 and 450 to 500cm-1. It is attributed to the creation of As-As and SS bonds. As36Ge6S58 also shows a broadening of the main band with increasing dose.
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 4.18 Raman spectra of given materials after fs irradiation (a) As42S58 (b)
As36Sb6S58 (c) As36Ge6S58
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4.3.3 Metallic nanoparticle formation
The conventional method used to form nanoparticles is via γ-ray or e-beam irradiation.
The underlying mechanism of the formation of nanoparticles in the metal ion containing glass is
well understood [88, 90, 101, 103, 106]. The intense irradiation from these sources forms color
centers, which exist as e- and hole trap pairs. Consequently, metallic ions can be then reduced by
the free electrons generated during irradiation. Post irradiation annealing helps the reduced atoms
to aggregate (by diffusion) and to become larger clusters. After annealing, the glass turns colored
due to newly generated absorption by the surface plasmon resonance of metallic nanoparticles
formed in the glass. Different metal species, particle size and concentration of metal
nanoparticles lead to different absorption properties. This means that one can tune the absorption
properties by changing those parameters. Several research groups including Qiu et al.[107, 108]
demonstrated that femtosecond laser irradiation can also form metal nanoparticles in the glass.
The advantage of this method over the conventional means above is the ability to create 3-D
structures consisting of metal nanoparticles which might be useful for fabricating surface
plasmonic structures.
UV-VIS-IR spectrophotometers are commonly used for extinction spectroscopy to verify
the existence of absorption band resulting from surface Plasmon resonance. By measuring
absorption bandwidth and its peak location, the size and concentration of metal nanoparticles can
be estimated. Figure 4.19 shows the transmission spectra of laser irradiated metal doped film.
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Figure 4.19 Formation / dissolution of nanoparticles in SiO2 thin film (a) dissolution
of Cu nanoparticles by irradiation of CW/ns light at 355 nm. (b) Formation of Au
particles by UV light followed by 30 min heat treatment at 520 °C

In the picture, it is seen that the amplitude of the absorption peak decreased by 355 nm
CW/ns irradiation which confirms that UV light source dissolves metal nanoparticles in the glass
film. Figure 4.19(a) shows opposite result. Irradiation of UV nanosecond laser or IR
femtosecond laser followed by heat treatment for 30min at 520°C changes the location of the
absorption peak. It should be noted that the absorption peak resulting from surface plasmon
resonance was shifted to the blue region also the bandwidth of the peak was decreased which
means the laser irradiation changed the size distribution of the nanoparticles.
Another means to verify the formation of metal clusters is the measurement of the known
fluorescence of metallic species. Figure 4.20 shows the photoluminescence of silver ion
containing zinc phosphate (P2O5-Ag2O-Ga2O3-ZnO) after 1043nm fs laser irradiation. The glass
was excited at 405 nm and emitted typical red color near 600nm which proves the existence of
silver clusters Agmx+ (m<10) formed by laser irradiation.
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Figure 4.20 (a) Fluorescence microscopic image of laser-induced silver clusters (b)
fluorescence spectra of the emission of silver clusters with the excitation at 405 nm

4.3.4 Refractive index change
The complete mechanism for laser-induced refractive index change of all optical
materials is not well understood yet. However, for a few cases, rigorous investigations have
clarified the underlying mechanism responsible for laser-induced refractive index change Δn. For
instance, laser-induced densification of fused silica, which is a glass with a simple (binary)
molecular form, is well understood as to its origin of the laser-induced refractive index
change[109]. In this study, fs pulse-induced Δn in bulk ChGs has been systematically studied in
the relation of photo-expansion involved with a photo-induced structural change.
The embedded gratings were written in bulk ChGs (As42S58 /As36Sb6S58/ As36Ge6S58) via
26 MHz femtosecond laser pulses at ~800 nm wavelength. A 10X microscope objective
(NA=0.25) was used to focus the laser beam into the sample. The laser pulse energy was kept
constant below the ablation threshold of each material and only the writing speed was varied to
change laser dose. The size of written gratings was 1.5 mm × 1.5 mm and the grating period was
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20 µm. The grating depth was estimated via DIC optical microscope measurements. The
diffraction efficiency was measured and laser-induced Δn was calculated from the measured
diffraction efficiency and grating depth with the equation in the section 4.2.1.4. Figure 4.21
shows the estimated laser-induced Δn as a function of laser dose. It can be seen that Δn exhibits a
similar trend to the laser dose induced photo-expansion. It should be noticed that although the
laser-induced Δn is proportional to the laser dose, the compositional difference leads to different
magnitudes of Δn at similar laser dose. It is evidenced that near a laser dose ~10kJ/cm2, up to
3~4 times greater Δn is seen in As36Ge6S58 as compared to As42S58. It is also interesting to note
that the peak Δn of almost 10-2 is seen in the binary glass.

Refractive index change ( X 10-3)
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Figure 4.21 Laser-induced Δn of bulk As42S58 /As36Sb6S58 / As36Ge6S58
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CHAPTER 5 : FEMTOSECOND LAER WRITTEN DIFFRACTIVE
OPTICAL ELEMENTS
As discussed in the previous chapters, the strength of the FLDW technique exists on its
flexible patterning scheme and the capability of 3-D structuring. This technique is therefore
eligible for fabrication of custom-designed 3-D photonic devices, especially for volumetric 3-D
phase DOEs that requires precisely controlled refractive index modification in micrometer scale.
This chapter focuses on the fabrication of 3-D DOEs, mainly concentrated on embedded phase
type FZPs via FLDW.

5.1 Prior results of fabrication of FZPs using FLDW

In this section, a review of the current state of the art of the fabrication of FZPs using
FLDW is present and their advantages and drawbacks are discussed. The aims of this dissertation
are then suggested to overcome the limitations of the prior works.
5.1.1 Embedded Fresnel zone plates
FZPs, perhaps the most classical and simplest form of DOEs, are thin and planar
diffractive structures operating as focusing optics that would be preferred in many applications
seeking compactness and simple fabrication process. Thus, FZPs have been investigated as a
substitution of refractive optics for their compactness towards integrated micro- optical devices
and imaging system utilizing micro-optics.
Watanabe et al. demonstrated the first femtosecond laser written embedded FZP in fused
silica which was an amplitude type binary FZP; this structure however possessed micrometer
size voids leading to high scattering and additional absorption [20]. As a consequence, this type
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of FZP exhibited extremely poor diffraction efficiency, less than 3 % at 632.8 nm, limited
primarily by void-induced loss.
The phase type binary FZP demonstrated by Bricchi et al. overcame this diffraction
efficiency drawback by replacing voids with laser-induced refractive index change to increase
diffraction efficiency [22]. These FZPs showed highly improved diffraction efficiency up to 39%
at 404 nm, and relatively lower efficiencies at 550 nm and 642 nm. They explained that the laserwritten structure provided greater phase shift for shorter wavelength because the effective length
of the modified region is longer for shorter wavelength even though the physical modification
length is fixed. Interestingly, their FZPs exhibited birefringence, hence, the diffraction efficiency
was varied not only as a function of wavelength but also the polarization of the probe beam. The
diffraction efficiency in one polarization was only ~17% of the diffraction efficiency of the
orthogonal direction. Figure 5.1 shows the optical microscopic images of both amplitude [20]
and phase [22] type laser written FZPs.

Figure 5.1 Amplitude type by void formation from [20] (left) and phase type FZP by
laser-induced refractive index change from [22] (right)

Binary FZPs (Figure 5.1) have a theoretical diffraction efficiency of 40.5%, insufficient
for most applications. In 2004, Yamada et al. demonstrated a multilevel FZP which was realized
as a four-level structure and provided ~58% diffraction efficiency at 632.8 nm (Figure 5.2, left)
[21]. In the case of four-level FZP, the theoretical diffraction efficiency is 81%.
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In spite of this high efficiency, the fabrication time to create the FZP structure was
extremely long (21 hours). Such a long manufacturing time is not attractive for practical use.
Srisungsitthisunti et al. proposed a central ring method which is the replacement of a full-width
Fresnel zone by the single track of index change to reduce the fabrication time (Figure 5.2, right)
[23]. Consequently, their central ring FZP showed very low diffraction efficiency with a single
layer. In order to increase the device efficiency, they proposed a volumetric scheme which
accumulates the phase shift by the stacking of wisely located layers of central ring FZP. They
optimized the distance between layers to cause an in-phase cumulative phase shift from each
layer.

Figure 5.2 Four-level FZP from [21] (left), and volume Fresnel Zone Plate composed
of central ring. From [23] (right)

In Table 5.1, the specifications of the femtosecond laser written embedded FZPs are
shown. It can be noticed that, the majority of the prior works have been done using 1 kHz
repetition rate pulses. Laser written FZPs suffer from low diffraction efficiency due to the low
photo-induced refractive index change. To increase the refractive index change, either a slow
writing speed to increase cumulative laser dose or thick FZPs consists of many layers to increase
cumulative phase shift are required. However, both cases cause extremely long fabrication time
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at 1 kHz which is not desired for practical applications. The demonstration in ref [22] provided
high diffraction efficiency, closed to its theoretical limit (40.5%), however as is reviewed, the
result was obtained only at limited range in polarization and short wavelength.
This section clearly shows the challenges in fabrication of embedded FZPs using FLDW
as following. Firstly it should offer high diffraction efficiency regardless of the input polarization.
Secondly the fabrication should be compatible with practical requirement which implies short
fabrication time. Then the aim of this dissertation to provide a solution of those challenges can
be justified. The investigation to develop a protocol towards the goal is present in section 5.3.

Table 5.1 Specifications of FZP demonstrations

Type

Material

Diffraction
efficiency
(%)

Probe beam
wavelength
(nm)

Writing
Rep. rate
(kHz)

Pulse
energy
(µJ)

NA

Writing
speed
(mm/s)

Fabrication
time (h)

Amplitude
[20]

Fused silica

2

632.8

1

0.4

0.55

-

-

Phase
(binary) [22]

Fused silica

39

404

250

1.3

0.55

0.4

-

Synthesized
silica

56.9

632.8

1

0.8

0.3

0.005

21

Fused silica

71.5 7
7.1

632.8

1

10 ~ 15
0.1

0.15
0.8

0.01

< 68

Phase
(multilevel)
[21]
Phase
(central ring)
[110]

7

For eight layers

8

Estimated from ref[6],40 minutes per layer
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5.1.2 Surface relief Fresnel zone plates
Two-photon polymerization is a pathway to realizing 3-D free standing structures that
exploits FLDW. Chen et al. demonstrated eight-level reflective diffractive FZP shown in Figure
5.3 by two-photon polymerization followed by electroless plating [111]. It is probably the
highest multilevel FZP structure fabricated via FLDW up to date. They obtained high diffraction
efficiency up to ~68 % corresponding to the ~71.5% of its theoretical efficiency, 95 % for eightlevel.

Figure 5.3 Reflective diffractive FZP fabricated by two-photon polymerization.
From [111]

Kim et al. produced a binary FZPs on the surface of a mode-expanded hybrid optical
fiber shown in Figure 5.4, which can also be an example of the post processing of FZP onto a
commercial device[112]. To enlarge the surface area of the single mode fiber whose diameter is
10 µm, coreless silica fiber with 200 µm diameter was attached as a beam extension element on
the single mode fiber. The FZPs were produced on the other end of the coreless fiber by direct
ablation using a 1 kHz femtosecond laser and 23 and 11 Fresnel zones were produced for the
focal lengths of 300 µm and 600 µm respectively (Figure 5.4(b)). The focused beam sizes were
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estimated to be 10.9 µm for f = 600 µm and 10.4 µm for f = 300 µm. The diffraction efficiency
was not specified; however, binary type FZPs made by direct ablation are supposed to have low
diffraction efficiency due to the scattering loss.

Figure 5.4 Binary FZP created on a coreless silica fiber attached on to a single mode
fiber. From [112] .

5.2 Femtosecond laser written FZPs

In this section, the basic knowledge on the FZPs including the formulation is offered. The
custom design parameters and fabrication conditions of laser written FZPs produced by this work
are also provided.
5.2.1 Fresnel zone plates
A side view of a binary FZP is shown in Figure 5.5. To formulate the radius of a Fresnel
zone plate, the illustration depicts two light paths traveling from s to p: one is d + d’ and the
other is z + f. The path difference between two paths can be expressed as Δ(r) shown in Eq. (5.1)
[113].

∆(r ) = (d + d ' ) − ( z + f ) =

r2 + z2 +
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r2 + f

2

− (z + f ) .

(5.1)

In order to have an integer multiple of half wavelength for the condition of the Fresnel zone plate
(the phase of adjacent zones cancel each other out), the path difference Δ(r) has to satisfy Eq.
(5.2)

n

λ
2

= ∆(r ) ,

(5.2)

where λ is the wavelength of interest and f is the focal length of the FZP.

Figure 5.5 Side view of a binary FZP (reproduced from the illustration in [113])

The Rn, which is the nth zone boundary radius of a FZP is then

nλ 

2
Rn2 =  f o +
 − fo .
2 

2

(5.3)

When n becomes large, the square of λ can be ignored and the Rn can be approximated as

R n ≅ nλ f .

(5.4)

For multilevel FZP with N-level, the equation can be modified as Eq. (5.5) [114]

 nλ   2nλf 
Rn =   + 
.
N   N 
2
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(5.5)

It should be noted that the formulation is made under the assumption that the focal point
is in air. In the case of embedded FZP produced by FLDW, Eq. (5.4) and Eq. (5.5) should be
modified as Eq. (5.6) when the focus is located in the same media. Therefore, the λ has to be
substituted by λ/no , where no is the refractive index of the substrate.

Rn ≅

nλ f ,
no

(5.6)
2

 nλ   2nλf
 + 
Rn = 
n
N
 o   no N


 .


Diffraction efficiency of the multilevel FZP with N levels can be described as Eq.(5.7)
[114]
2

 sin(π / N ) 
ηN = 
 .
 (π / N ) 

(5.7)

Figure 5.6(a-e) shows the illustration of the common refractive lens and several FZP
schemes. Figure 5.6(b) and (d) shows binary phase lenses while Figure 5.6(c) and (e) shows
quaternary lenses which are four level phase lenses.
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Figure 5.6 Illustration of (a) refractive lens (η=100%) and (b,c) surface relief
diffractive lenses (b) Binary lens (N=2, η=40.5%) (c) Quaternary lens (N=4, η=81%),
(d-e) embedded phase lenses (d) Binary and (e) Quaternary lens

For the binary FZP with single layer, N=2 and the theoretical diffraction efficiency is
40.5% while the quaternary FZP has 81% diffraction efficiency. In terms of the FZP shape,
Figure 5.6(b) and (c) depict surface relief zone plates and (d) and (e) illustrate embedded zone
plates. In laser direct writing, Figure 5.6(b-c) can be realized by either direct ablation or laserassisted etching in order to produce surface relief by material removal. The phase difference
results from the index difference between air (n=1) and the refractive index of the substrate (no).
For embedded zone plate in Figure 5.6 (d) and (e), the index difference between laser modified
region and the refractive index of the material causes phase difference.
The maximum diffraction efficiency is obtained when the optical phase shift is π,
corresponding to the half of the wavelength, and causes constructive interference at the primary
focal point. The phase shift Δф induced by femtosecond laser writing is defined as
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∆φ = ∆nl =

λ
2

=π

(5.8)

where Δn is a photo-induced refractive index change, l is a modification length, and λ is
the wavelength of interest. Hence, the phase shift (ultimately diffraction efficiency) can be
controlled by changing Δn or l. It implies that the manipulation of diffraction efficiency as
functions of Δn or l is achievable by changing fabrication parameters, such as laser dose, laer
repetition rate, the NA of focusing optics, substrate materials, or the number of stacked layers.
5.2.2 Fabrication and diffraction efficiency measurement
The FZP was designed for a wavelength of 543.5 nm which is selected for the test
wavelength in the diffraction efficiency measurement setup. The focal length and the diameter of
the FZP was 20 mm and 1.3 mm respectively. The NA of the FZP was calculated as ~ 0.033.
Designed FZPs were created in bulk borosilicate (EAGLE2000, PTG). The thickness of the
substrate was 1.1 mm and the surface area was 2 × 2 square inchs. FZPs were written using
different laser repetition rates, NA of objectives and pulse energies.
Two femtosecond laser systems (LS II and LS III) described in Chapter 3 were used to
fabricate FZPs. The laser irradiance was below the damage threshold of borosilicate, and
therefore did not create voids in the glass. A phase type FZP, relying on the photo-induced
refractive index change, was produced. The laser parameters for the different repetition rates
used in the fabrication process are shown in Table 5.2.
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Table 5.2 Laser parameters at 1 k, 100k, 200 kHz and 1 MHz
1 kHz

100 kHz

200 kHz

1MHz

(NA=0.15)

(NA=0.15)

(NA=0.15)

(NA=0.45)

Laser power on sample (mW)

2

250

300

225

Pulse energy (µJ)

2.0

2.5

1.5

0.2

Fluence (J/cm2)

6.0

4.8

2.9

3.9

Irradiance (TW/cm2)

50.1

10.7

6.5

8.7

The maximum photo-induced change at the 1 kHz laser system (LS II) considering
fabrication time-efficiency was obtained when pulse energy ~ 2 µJ and writing speed, 10 µm/s
were used. The diffraction efficiency of FZP at 1 kHz was compared to the result at higher
repetition rates. A low NA objective lens (NA=0.15) was used for 1 kHz. Various objective
lenses from NA=0.15 to NA=0.45 were tested for 100 kHz, 200 kHz and 1MHz and finally
NA=0.15, and NA=0.45 were used for 200 kHz and 1MHz respectively. In Table 5.2, the
irradiance at 1 kHz was much higher than other repetition rates while the fluence on the sample
was in the same order of magnitude regardless of the repetition rate. The pulse width of a
Ti:Sapphire laser was ~4 times shorter than the other system. Except 1 kHz pulses, the pulse
energies were the maximum energy of the system at each repetition rate. Central ring and fully
filled normal zone plates were produced to compare the diffraction efficiency and corresponding
fabrication time. The optical microscopic images of central ring and normal zone FZPs are
shown in Figure 5.7.
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Figure 5.7 Laser written embedded FZPs at 100 kHz (a) 7 layers of single track with
0.5 mm/s writing speed (b) 4 layers of full zone with 1 mm/s

After direct writing, the diffraction efficiency was measured using a power meter (Ophir,
PD200) and near field focus profiles of the fabricated FZPs were acquired using a CCD beam
profiler (Spiricon Inc., SP-980M). Diffraction efficiency was systematically investigated as
functions of laser writing parameters. It was estimated by calculating a power ratio between an
input beam and its primary focus through the FZP.

5.3 Results

The diffraction efficiency of phase type FZP are present as functions of laser repetition
rate, laser dose, optical power of the objective lens and number of layers of FZP. First, this work
describes the influence of NA, repetition rate and laser dose and the number of layers to obtain
the maximum DE. Both single track FZPs and full zone FZPs are investigated. This section also
discusses fabrication time of FZPs under various repetition rates.
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5.3.1 Single layer
A central ring method was firstly investigated to simplify fabrication process for
minimization of fabrication error which might be introduced by cumulative uncertainty. With
this approach, photo-induced refractive index change and modification length per single layer
could be optimized. A normal FZP was produced to study the figure of merit of the fabrication
time as functions of writing speed and beam overlap rate of each track in a filled zone.
5.3.1.1 Central Ring: optimization of NA
A variation of the diffraction efficiency (DE) depending on the NA of the objectives was
investigated. Three objectives (NA=0.15, 0.25 and 0.45) were examined at 200 kHz. The
corresponding pulse energy was 1.31~1.52 µJ depending on the transmission of the objectives.
The confocal lengths are calculated to be 156 µm, 56 µm and 17 µm for NA =0.15, 0.25 and
0.45 respectively at 1043 nm in the borosilicate (no=1.5). Figure 5.8 shows the DE of central ring
FZPs as a function of NA and their confocal length (shown in the inlet). At 200 kHz, the highest
DE was obtained with the lowest NA (0.15) and it is decreased as NA is increased. As shown in
inlet of Figure 5.8, the DE for 200 kHz was proportional to the confocal length.
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Figure 5.8 Diffraction efficiency varied by a function of NA (inlet, diffraction
efficiency varied by a confocal length)

5.3.1.2 Central Ring: optimization of repetition rate
The DE was investigated in terms of the repetition rate as a function of laser dose. Laser
dose can also be varied as functions of laser pulse energy and number of pulses, which can be
easily controlled by varying translation speed of the sample. Since the FZPs were made in the
bulk material, this work considered a 3-D unit of the laser dose involving pulse energy and
translation speed to describe the influence of the laser dose to 3-D structure. Laser dose D having
unit of J/cm2 are redefined as volumetric unit J/cm3 by Eq.(5.9) [115].

D=

E pQ

(5.9)

Av

Where Ep is the pulse energy, Q is the laser repetition rate, and v is the writing speed. A is
the cross sectional area of the voxel normal to the direction of the sample translation. In our case,
A is equal to 2 πno wo z o which is the cross section of the ellipsoid where no is a refractive index
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of the medium, wo is the beam waist and zo is the Rayleigh length. All DE measurements were
present using this unit.
Single layers of FZP were made at 1 kHz, 100 kHz, and 200 kHz by a central ring
method. An objective with NA=0.15 was used to obtain high DE. Laser power was kept constant
(Table 5.2) during all fabrications at each repetition rate. The laser dose was thus only varied as a
function of writing speed which varies the number of pulses per unit area. The laser parameters
at different repetition rates are given in Table 5.2. The scanning speed was 0.1, 0.5, 1 and 2 mm/s
at 100 kHz and as 0.25, 0.5 and 1 mm/s at 200 kHz. The corresponding laser doses are given in x
axis in Figure 5.9. Clearly, faster writing speed corresponds to the lower laser dose and vice
versa.
As shown in Figure 5.9, the overall trend of the DE of single layer FZP was proportional
to the laser dose, which is agreed with the prior research that indicates higher laser dose induces
more refractive index change [77, 81, 116]. The DE at 100 kHz and 200 kHz is much higher than
1 kHz at the laser dose of under 1 MJ/cm3, although the pulse energy and irradiance at 1 kHz was
higher than 100~200 kHz (Table 5.2). It is three times higher at similar laser dose for 200 kHz
than 1 kHz. Firstly, it is thought that the longer modification length due to the longer wavelength
of 1043 nm would be one reason to lead to the higher DE. The confocal length of the objective
lens (NA=0.15) is ~156 µm at 1043 nm and ~125 µm at 800 nm. The modification length was
close to the confocal length for both cases: but, it is not the dominant factor to explain the
difference. It is assumed that high repetition rate over hundred kHz produce higher Δn resulting
from the thermal effect due to accumulation [44, 117].
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Figure 5.9 Diffraction efficiency for a single layer of the single track FZPs as a
function of laser dose at different repetition rate. The scanning speed was converted
as laser dose

5.3.1.3 Normal FZP: optimization of repetition rate
The increase in DE is dependent on the repetition rate is clearer in Figure 5.10 for normal
zone FZPs. The DE at 200 kHz is higher than at 100 kHz even at similar dose and at the same
wavelength. The pulse energy was smaller at 200 kHz under similar dose. It implies that the
higher photo-induced Δn, due to the localized heat accumulation is primarily responsible for the
difference. It agrees with the prior research by Eaton et al. [117] that indicates the initiation of
heat accumulation was found at 200 kHz with the same type of glass.
The fabrication times are also drastically reduced at 100 kHz and 200 kHz, ranging from
~2 minutes for the lowest DE (1.7%) to 40 minutes for the highest DE (10.2%) whereas about
90 minutes for 1 kHz (DE = 0.5%). It supports that high repetition rate lasers are very useful not
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only for high efficiency but also fast fabrication process. This is discussed more in the next
section.

Figure 5.10 Diffraction efficiency as a function of laser dose at 100 kHz and 200 kHz.

5.3.1.4 Normal FZP: Figure of merit
There is a tradeoff between fabrication time and diffraction efficiency for FZPs produced
by FLDW. Table 5.3shows the fabrication time depending on the writing speed and FZP type
(normal zone vs. central ring). Figure of merit (F) was defined as diffraction efficiency per
fabrication time in minutes to compare the efficiency generated from the different fabrication
conditions. As shown in Table 5.3, normal zone plate shows much higher F than central ring
zone plate. In the prior research[23], central ring volume FZP method was considered to reduce
the fabrication time. However, the method is not suitable where compact device size is required
since they obtained maximum DE with 8 layers of Central ring volume FZPs which is ~1 mm
thickness. As the fabrication time is dramatically reduced by the use of high repetition rate pulses,
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several layers of normal zone plates produced by using higher repetition rates over 100 kHz
would be more efficient for compact device fabrication than central ring volume FZPs.
The FZPs produced by faster writing speed exhibit higher F (Figure 5.11). As the
fabrication time is decreased, the DE is also decreased, but the decrease rate is slower than the
fabrication time. Hence the figure of merit increases writing speed increases, but is slightly
saturated over 1mm/s. Optimization of spacing between tracks is also investigated. The
maximum figure of merit was obtained for 2 µm spacing, corresponding to the ~ 67% overlap
between adjacent tracks in a filled zone (Figure 5.12). The most efficient single layer of normal
zone FZP can be produced with the writing speed around or greater than 1 mm/s with 67%
overlap. One can produce efficient FZPs by stacking several layers of optimized single layer
with reasonable fabrication time. It is interesting to compare the figure of merit, F ) of the DOEs
demonstrated in the prior work, reviewed in the previous section with the best result of this work,
which is F=2.55 for 2mm/s writing speed. As present in Table 5.1, the FZP produced by
Srisungsitthisunti et al. exhibited 71.5% efficiency with ~ 6 hours of fabrication time. The F of
their FZP is 0.23, which is only 10% of the result shown here. The F of Yamada et al. shows
poorer value: with the 56.9% diffraction efficiency and 21 hours of fabrication time, the F is only
0.047, which is 2% of this work. This comparison proves clearly that the fabrication protocol
suggested by this investigation achieved not only the improvement of diffraction efficiency, but
also short fabrication time.
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Table 5.3 Fabrication time, diffraction efficiency and figure of merit of 3-D FZPs
Full zone plate

Single track plate

(67% overlap between tracks)

Writing
speed at

Fabrication

200 kHz

time, T
(minute)

DE, η
(%)

Figure of

Fabrication

merit, η/ T

time, T

(%/minute)

(minute)

DE, η
(%)

Figure of
merit, η/ T
(%/minute)

2mm/s

1:40

-

-

3:50

9.8

2.55

1mm/s

3:00

1.7

0.57

6:54

14.9

2.16

0.5mm/s

6:00

2.5

0.42

13:45

19.1

1.39

300:00

0.5

0.0017

-

-

-

0.01mm/s
(at 1kHz)

Figure 5.11 8 Full zone with different writing speed at 200 kHz (inlet is figure of
merit)
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Figure 5.12 Full zone with different spacing with the writing speed of 1 mm/s at 200
kHz

5.3.2 Multi layer
It is a challenge to obtain very high DE with single layer phase FZP due to small photoinduced Δn. Consequently stacking of multiple layers is of interest to increase DE of the laser
written FZPs [21, 23]. Here the trend of DE as a function of the number of layers was
investigated to look at the evolution regarding phase accumulation. This work describes the
effect of stacking for central ring and normal zone FZPs under various fabrication conditions.
Layers of central ring and normal zone FZP were stacked coaxially with the separation distance
of ~150 µm. The first layer was written at the location which is supposed to be the bottom. Then
the sample was moved downward as the layers separated (~150 µm) so that the writing beam
propagation was not interrupted by the written structures. The stacked FZPs were produced at
100 kHz and 200 kHz up to 6 layers.
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Figure 5.13(a) shows the DEs of stacked central ring FZPs written at 100 kHz. As shown
in the graph, the DE increases as either number of layer or laser dose increases. As described in
the previous section, the laser dose was changed by varying the writing speed. The speed was 2,
1, 0.5 and 0.1mm/s corresponding to the laser dose of 0.13, 0.25, 0.5 and 2.5 MJ/cm3. The
maximum DE for given parameters were ~23% for six layers at dose of 2.5 MJ/cm3. The
fabrication time of single layer was about 30 minutes. The plateau of DE was observed between
5th and 6th layer at the highest dose. It is probably due to the fabrication error to cause
incoherence between diffracted beams due to multi-layer configuration that would allow higher
order phase depth because the theoretical DE of binary FZP is given as ~40%.
Figure 5.13(b) shows the DEs of the central ring FZPs with selected conditions with
different writing speed at 100 kHz and 200 kHz. The corresponding laser dose at 1 mm/s and
0.25 mm/s for 200 kHz is 0.3 MJ/cm3 and 1.2MJ/cm3 respectively. It is interesting to note that
similar DE was obtained for 100 kHz and 200 kHz even though much less of a dose (fast speed)
was applied at 200 kHz.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 5.13 DE of the stacked single track FZPs (a) FZPs written at 100 kHz . The
corresponding writing speeds are 2, 1, 0.5 and 0.1 mm/s (b) FZPs written at 100 kHz
and 200 kHz

This also implies the evidence of heat accumulation effects proposed in the previous
section that higher repetition rate would give increased photo-induced refractive index change
than lower repetition rate. Using higher repetition rate pulses can reduce fabrication time and
laser dose to produce FZPs possessing similar DE written by lower repetition rate pulses. The
fabrication time for 0.25mm/s is ~12 minutes which is only 40% of the fabrication time for
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0.1mm/s. In this case, about 50% of the reduction of the fabrication time is obtained for
increasing repetition rate from 100 kHz to 200 kHz.
Figure 5.14(a-c) shows the DE of stacked normal zone FZPs at 100 kHz and 200 kHz
with varied writing speeds with identical pulse energy across the variance of speed. The DE is
increased as the number of FZPs is increased. However, after it reached the theoretical maximum
of ~40%, the DE is decreased although the number of layers is increased. It shows intuitively the
optical phase shift of a layer under certain fabrication parameters. It is shown in Figure 5.14(a)
that the maximum DE is located between 2nd and 3rd layer of FZP at 0.5 mm/s while 3rd and
4th layer for 2 mm/s. It shows the same trend for 200 kHz in Figure 5.14(b). It is also shown to
be true for different repetition rates in Figure 5.14(c). The result written with 2 mm/s at 100 kHz
and 200 kHz, calculated laser doses are 0.13 and 0.15 MJ/cm3 respectively.
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 5.14 (a) DE of the full zone FZPs written at 100 kHz, (b) DE of the full zone
FZPs written at 200 kHz (c) DE of the full zone FZPs written at 2 mm/s, 100 / 200
kHz
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5.4 Conclusion and possible applications

In conclusion, it was clearly seen that a use of multi-hundred kHz repetition rate laser
increased significantly the DE of laser written FZPs. Localized heat accumulation is considered
to be responsible for the increase. Fabrication time was also drastically reduced compared to that
of 1 kHz. In this way, not only central ring scheme, but also full zone FZPs can be fabricated in a
hour with high DE, which is a great improvement from a prior works.
Both central ring FZP and normal FZP was discussed in single layer or multilayer form.
The advantage of a single layer of high DE FZP may be the disadvantage of a stacked FZP in
terms of number of layers. For instance, single layer FZP with reasonable DE would be
appropriated in compact micro-optical device fabrication or imaging application which requires
least aberration from FZP. For the application seeking highest DE, multi-layer structures will be
suitable, but the image resolution may be decreased while light signal passes multi-layer
structure. In this case, multi-layer FZP would fit to applications such as light collection optics.
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CHAPTER 6 : INTEGRATION OF MULTIPLE PHOTONIC
STRUCTURES
There have been numerous demonstrations of the laser directly written single photonic
devices exploiting FLDW. However, advanced device schemes consisting of multiple laserwritten structures integrated on a single chip have not been fully explored. Simple waveguide
arrays and a stack of FZPs is the only exceptions [23-25]. In this chapter, the feasibility of
integration schemes of multiple photonic structures is explored to develop a fabrication protocol
utilizing FLDW for integrated optical device platforms. A few examples of the integrated optical
structures are demonstrated as truly all-optical directly written devices. Their characterization is
also discussed as well.

6.1 Type of integration

In this section, this work proposes types of integration involving laser written structures
and their properties. One is multiplexing and the other is heterogeneous integration. Multiplexing
is realized by constructing arrays of the same type of devices to enhance functionality.
Heterogeneous integration can be realized by integrating multiple structures with different
functionality in a single device. The latter may be a more general meaning of integration. More
details of each regime are discussed below.
6.1.1 Multiplexing (homogeneous integration)
The first regime of integration is multiplexing which is the addition of plural structures or
duplication that perform identical function. The purpose of multiplexing is to increase the
number of events of interest via parallel processes so that the overall system speed or throughput
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can be enhanced. For instance, a 1 × N channel increases the number of event N times. In optical
system, multiplexing can be implemented by such optical elements like beam splitters and micro
lens arrays which divide the input beam into plural output beams.
Conceptually, there are two types of beam dividing methods. One is fragmentation (or
spatial division) and the other is partial transmission (or power attenuation). Figure 6.1 shows
two schematic diagrams of beam division. Figure 6.1(a) is a depiction of spatial beam division
using a means to split the input beam spatially. Micro lens arrays or mirrors can be the means in
this case. It is easily assumed that the output beams through a micro lens array with N micro
lenses can have equally split 1/N of input power only when the input beam has uniform power
distribution and the micro lenses have the same size. Otherwise, the beam profile of the whole
input beam cannot be duplicated but fragmented and the power cannot be equally divided in free
space optics. The conventional micro lens array as a free space optic belongs to the
fragmentation type. Sometimes, this feature is useful for analysis of wave-front distortion, also
known as Shack-Hartmann wave-front sensor.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6.1 Schematic diagram of beam splitting devices (a) type I, fragmentation
(spatial division) (b) type II, partial transmission (power attenuation)

Figure 6.2 shows an example of multiplexing implemented by a fiber array and an array
of micro lens.
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Figure 6.2 An optical multiplex system utilizing an array of the combination of fiber
channels and micro lenses. From [118]

The second case is duplication of the input via partial mirror (or beam splitter) as is seen
in Figure 6.1(b). In this case, the input beam profile remains the same while the power is
attenuated as given transmission. However, the type II can also be implemented by micro lens
arrays. It is feasible by laser-written stacked FZPs because the diffraction efficiency can be
adjusted on purpose. With this scheme, each layer acts as a lens and a power attenuator.
Furthermore, the attenuation of each layer can be adjusted precisely by varying fabrication
parameters as discussed in the previous chapter. Figure 6.3 depicts the concept of such micro
lens array, implemented by a multiplex FZP with a shift s. To maintain the input beam profile,
the shift s should be s<<D where D is the diameter of the FZP. The distance d between the
layers should be longer than l, which is the depth of a layer, to avoid the loss of overall
diffraction efficiency. The focal length of each lens has to be adjusted as shown in Figure 6.3 in
order to have the same flat focal plane. Otherwise, the focal length of each layer can be designed
to have an intended curved focal plane.
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Figure 6.3 Schematic diagram of a stack of spread FZPs

The attenuation power of a layer is determined by the diffraction efficiency of the layer.
Then, the input to each layer is affected by the attenuation of the previous layer as in the Eq. (6.1)

I n = (1 − η n −1 ) I n −1 ,

(6.1)

where I n and η n are the input and the diffraction efficiency for the nth FZP respectively.

6.1.2 Integration of heterogeneous structures
The second category is the integration of heterogeneous structures that is the combination
of different type of photonic structures performing different functions in a single chip or
substrate. In this way, the device exhibits multi-functional performance. Conventional integrated
devices require multi-step fabrication processes to construct a combined structure. In FLDW,
multiple structures can be written in 3-D within a bulk transparent substrate by single step
process. In Figure 6.4, a schematic depiction of a “built-in coupler” consists of a FZP and
waveguide array is shown as an example of this type of integration. The structure has an
advantage in terms of robustness and reliability over the conventional coupling devices which
are separately made and integrated. The structure is expected to be free from any misalignment
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issues resulting from thermal or mechanical stress due to the difference of materials properties of
the devices.

Figure 6.4 Schematic depiction of the integration of a FZP and a waveguide array

6.2 Realization of the integration via FLDW

This work demonstrates a few examples of the realization of the integration of laserwritten photonic structures. The characteristic features of each device platform are discussed as
well. All the structures demonstrated in this section were produced by the Yb-doped fiber
femtosecond laser (LS III) which was described in Chapter 3. In the fabrication process, two
microscope objective lenses were used. A lens with NA=0.15 was used for FZP fabrication to
obtain long modification depth for high diffraction efficiency. The other is NA=0.4 for
waveguide writing to minimize the elongation of the cross-section of the waveguides.

6.2.1 Multiplexing
Figure 6.5 shows a micro lens array consists of laser-written binary FZPs created in a
borosilicate substrate. Each lenslet has a diameter of 600 µm.
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Figure 6.5 Micro FZP array

Another scheme, as referred to as a spread FZP stack, was suggested as a 1 × n focused
beam separator in the previous section. The realization of 1 × 4 beam separator with a stack of
four layers of FZP is shown in Figure 6.6. The structure was inscribed in a borosilicate substrate.
For the simplicity, the fabrication parameters were kept the same and the single track fabrication
was used in order to obtain similar diffraction efficiency. The diffraction efficiency of a layer is
not high but the diffracted power was similar among each layers. In this way, the simplicity was
saved by ignoring the higher order diffraction and possible cross-talk between layers so that the
power from the primary focus remains dominant. An assumption was also made that the input
beam was diffracted only once at a layer then propagated without further diffraction. As is seen
in Figure 6.6(c), the intensity of four outputs looks equally distributed and the Gaussian beam
profile of the input beam was maintained. The individual diffraction efficiency for primary focus
of each layer was measured as DE1:DE2:DE3:DE4=3.2:3.1:2.9:2.9 and the total diffraction
efficiency was 11.5%.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 6.6 (a) Optical microscopic image of a stacked FZP (b) intensity profile of
input from a He-Ne laser (c) four focused beams through a spread FZP measured at
the focus plane. The scale of the (b) and (c) is different 9

6.2.2 Integration of heterogeneous structures
A built in coupler consists of a FZP and a waveguide array with 5 × 5 + 2 array size were
fabricated in a borosilicate substrate. The size of the substrate is 50 mm × 50 mm with 1.1mm
thickness. The two large surfaces have a good optical quality, but the side wall was not polished.
Hence, the surface of the side wall was polished before writing process. Firstly, a FZP with a
diameter of ~ 1.1 mm was written ~ 200 µm below the surface. The focal length f of the FZP was
designed to be f = 10mm at 543.5nm.The sample was then rotated to write a waveguide array.
The one end of the array was placed at the focal point of the FZP to couple the focused input into
the waveguides. The length of the waveguides were made to be ~35mm. Figure 6.7 shows the
schematic diagram of the fabricated structure.

9

The 1/e2 beam size of input beam is about ~1mm
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Figure 6.7 A schematic diagram of the integrated optical structure.

The propagated power through the structure was measured using a setup illustrated in
Figure 6.8. A HeNe laser at 543.5 nm was used for a probe beam. Although the picture shows
that the incidence angle of the input beam is tweaked, in fact, the sample was rotated to change
the incidence angle. The sample was mounted on a 5 axis manual stage to tweak not only the
translation but also yaw and tilt. A 10X objective lens was coupled with a CCD beam profiler to
acquire near field images of the propagation.

Figure 6.8 Setup for the near field image of the propagation through an integrated
structure

Figure 6.9 is the near field images of the propagation through the waveguide array
launched by a built-in FZP coupler. Interestingly, the coupling to each waveguide through a FZP
was available by rotating the sample with small angle. As is seen, launching from the leftmost
waveguide to the rightmost one corresponding to 300 µm distance is required a rotation less than
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2°. It is also noticed that the coupling from the center waveguide to other waveguides in the
vertical direction occurs even though the coupling was made only at the center waveguide. A few
possible reasons can be made to understand the observation. The theoretical beam size through
the FZP is calculated to be ~13 µm, thus the focused beam should be launched only into one
waveguide at the center since the distance between center to center of the waveguides is 50 µm.
However the cross-section of the waveguide is revealed as elliptical due to the long beam waist
of NA0.4 lens. Thus the length of the waveguide is estimated about 20 µm. This results in the
distance between the waveguide ~10 µm in vertical direction. It infers that there can be cross
talks between waveguides leading to an evanescent coupling. However, there is no evidence of
coupling in horizontal direction.

Figure 6.9 Near field image of the propagation through a FZP coupled waveguide
array

The total efficiency of the structure was estimated from the ratio of the output power to
the input power. It should be noted that the FZP produced in this device is a binary type with its
theoretical diffraction efficiency of 40.5%. It implies that the maximum output from the system
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cannot exceed ~ 101 µW for the input power of 250 µW even if it is a no loss system. The
diffraction efficiency of the FZP was measured separately using a duplicate produced in a
different substrate with the same fabrication parameter. According to the measurement, the
measured diffraction efficiency of the single FZP was ~ 20% in this case. Hence the best result
can be expected as ~ 50 µW, corresponding to ~ 20% diffraction efficiency with an assumption
that no propagation and coupling loss through waveguides are involved. However, the final
output from a waveguide was ~20 µW corresponding to ~8 %. After compensation of the
intrinsic Fresnel loss for both input and output surfaces of the substrate, the overall system
efficiency was obtained as ~9%. It implies that the coupling efficiency including the coupling
loss from FZP to waveguide and the propagation loss of 35 mm waveguides were not ignorable.
The result can be improved by producing multi-level phase FZP to increase theoretical
diffraction efficiency limit. For instance, the theoretical efficiency of a four level phase FZP is
81%, which is doubled the efficiency of a binary form. However, multi-level phase depth FZP
requires a stack of FZPs which means longer fabrication time with increased complexity. One
can decide the minimum system efficiency by the trade-off between fabrication time and the
application requirement.
Ultimately, a multiplex FZP consists of three FZPs with 60 µm shift was combined with
a 7 × 1 waveguide array. In Figure 6.10, the optical microscopic image of the multiplex and the
waveguide array are shown. The dimensions of the structure are given in the picture. The
distance between each layer of FZP was designed to be farther than the depth of a FZP of ~120
µm. The reason is not to induce any perturbation due to the overlap that might decrease the
overall diffraction efficiency. The diffraction efficiency of each layer was made differently by
adjusting fabrication parameters to compensate the decreased input of the next layer by the
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previous one. In the picture, the bottom layer is the first FZP toward the laser. To generate
bottom layer with the lowest diffraction efficiency, the least laser dose was applied to the bottom
layer while the highest dose was applied to the top layer which is the nearest towards the
waveguide array.

Figure 6.10 Three-piece multiplex FZPs shifted with 60 µm and a 7 × 1 waveguide
array

The measured efficiency ratio of each layer is bottom : middle : top = 8:18:23. However,
the output which is estimated by the ratio was 7.4:15.3:16 due to the decreased input. Figure 6.11
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is the near field images of the integrated structure shown above. As is expected, the propagated
beams from three coupled waveguides are seen. However, the coupling and propagation
efficiency shows different ratio compared to the estimation. Figure 6.11(a) has 4.1:4:3.2 while (b)
has 5.4:3.8:2.7. This implies that although the structure has definitive diffraction efficiency and
propagation loss, small tweak angle variance could change the coupling efficiency to vary the
coupling ratio. This also means that variable power transmission through this structure is
available even though the optical properties of the structure are fixed.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6.11 Near field images of a waveguide array coupled with a multiplex consists
of three FZPs the power ratio is (a) 4.1:4:3.2 (b) 5.4:3.8:2.7
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CHAPTER 7 : FEMTOSECOND LAER WRITTEN NONLINEAR
OPTICAL STRUCTURES
This work have shown that FLDW can fabricate building blocks for integrated optical
devices in bulk optical materials based on the modification of their linear optical properties. In
this chapter, another door to engineering nonlinear optical properties of materials is opened to
enrich photonic applications utilizing FLDW. Background knowledge of nonlinear optical
process and their phenomena are reviewed in the beginning to build up a basic understanding of
the work. The limitations utilizing amorphous materials as the platform of second order
nonlinear properties are discussed as well. Then the recent new finding of “laser-depletion” by
this investigation is discussed as a pathway to create second order nonlinear structure in
amorphous glass via high repetition rate femtosecond pulses. The theoretical model of laserdepletion, which enables second order susceptibility in amorphous glass, is described. Silver ion
containing zinc phosphate glasses are utilized as a substrate of the new scheme of laser-induced
second order nonlinear structure. The most recent experimental result supporting the model is
present. A series of parametric experimental results as well as analyses of the measurement are
demonstrated in the end of this chapter.

7.1 Nonlinear optical properties of glass

Nonlinear optical processes were discovered immediately after the invention of laser in
1960, because these phenomena require intense beam intensity to be measured experimentally.
Now, numerous applications based on nonlinear optics are providing great opportunities in
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photonics and optoelectronics. It is well studied that the polarization of dielectric material can be
expressed as [36]
~
~
~
~
~
~
~
P (t ) = ε 0 [ χ (1) E (t ) + χ ( 2 ) E (t ) ( 2 ) + χ (3) E (t ) (3) + ] ≡ P (1) (t ) + P ( 2 ) (t ) + P (3) (t ) +  .

(7.1)

In this equation, the polarization of materials has two parts: linear and nonlinear
polarization. Linear polarization, which is the first term in the bracket consists of the linear

~
susceptibility χ (1) and an applied optical field E (t ) , is responsible for the material responses in
general, such as dispersion, refraction, reflection and other linear optical phenomena. The rest of
them which are nonlinearly proportional to the E field are called nonlinear optical parts which
are not negligible and often dominant when intense optical field is applied.
7.1.1 Second order nonlinearity
The

polarization

of

the

second

order

nonlinearity

can

be

described

as

~
~
P ( 2 ) (t ) = ε o χ ( 2 ) E (t ) ( 2 ) . Second harmonic generation (SHG), the Electro-optic effect (or Pockels

effect), and sum ( difference ) frequency generation are all included in the second order nonlinear
optical phenomena. For example, SHG can be depicted as the schematic energy diagram in
Figure 7.1. As is shown, two photons with frequency ω reach the intermediate state which
immediately re-emits a photon with frequency 2ω, doubled energy.

Figure 7.1 Schematic energy diagram of second harmonic generation
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Enormous applications such as frequency doubled lasers are relying on this process,
which widens the span of laser frequencies from limited laser gain media. The Electro-optic
effect is another useful feature of the second order nonlinear optic properties. It is widely used
for high speed optical switching and the modulation of optical signals in optical communications
and laser engineering field [119, 120].
Although these fascinating applications are offered by second order nonlinearity,
amorphous materials possessing inversion symmetry are prohibited to exhibit second order
nonlinearity. It is because the induced polarization involving χ ( 2) is proportional to the vector
quantity which is the external electric field in this case. Therefore, the macroscopic vector sum
of the polarization is always null in amorphous materials such as glass.
7.1.2 Third order nonlinearity
The polarization of the third order nonlinearity can be described as [36]
~
~
P (3) (t ) = ε o χ (3) E (t ) 3 .

(7.2)

Some examples of the third order nonlinear optical phenomena are third-harmonic
generation, the optical Kerr effect, two photon absorption, and self-focusing. These phenomena
are free from the limitation of the material symmetry since these effects depend on the square of
the external electric field, which is the laser intensity as a scalar quantity. As a consequence,
third order nonlinearity is, in general, the least order of the nonlinear optical properties allowed
in amorphous glasses. For instance, many investigations regarding self-focusing in glasses have
been carried out to clarify the laser-induced damage mechanism in optical glasses due to the
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delivery of the high power laser beam. Another example is two-photon absorption which was
intensively discussed in Chapter 2.
7.1.3 Induced second order nonlinearity of amorphous glass
Glasses have several advantages over nonlinear crystals in terms of practical use. Firstly,
more freedom in tailoring their optical properties with compositional variance is allowed. Also,
glasses are easily developed in certain shapes for desired device dimensions from fiber form to
bulky, curved shapes. Low cost and ease of handling is another benefit. Although the intrinsic
prohibition is well understood, utilizing glasses for second order nonlinear optical applications
has been investigated. In 1986, SHG in Si-Ge glass fibers was discovered by Österberg and
Margulis [121]. Stolen and Tom [122] proposed a mechanism involving the electric field from a
third order optical rectification. SHG in thermally poled bulk fused silica was first demonstrated
by Myers et al. in 1991 [123]. Since then, extensive research using poled glasses including
silicate, phosphate and tellurite have been performed to take the advantage of glasses, which are
promising for low cost, robust fabrication processes. [72, 123-125].
The basic understanding of the second order susceptibility in poled glass is provided in
ref. [122]. The second order nonlinear susceptibility can be represented as

χ ( 2) = 3χ (3) E dc ,

(7.3)

where Edc is the internal electric field induced by a poling process. Thermal poling is commonly
used to produce an internal DC field in the material by depletion. Figure 7.2 depicts a schematic
of the process. As is shown, the glass substrate is sandwiched by two electrodes in a furnace,
then the temperature is increased to offer higher mobility of ions. When the temperature reaches
a few tens of Tg of the glass, a high voltage of 1~3 kV is applied to force the mobile ions to
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move. The high temperature is kept for ~30 minutes and then is decreased to TRm. The voltage is
then removed from the glass after the glass is cooled down.

Figure 7.2 Thermal poling of glass

By the thermal poling process, mobile ions are moved a few microns from the anode side,
depicted in Figure 7.3. The permanent internal electric field from the shift of ions is generated in
a depletion zone, which is a basis of the second order susceptibility of poled glass. Silver,
sodium and a few more species are most commonly used dopants for depletion.

Figure 7.3 Illustration of depletion zone via thermal poling

7.2 Laser-induced depletion

As an analogy of the charge depletion via thermal poling, laser-induced depletion is
suggested here. Laser-written micro-structures consist of silver clusters with a redistribution of
charges resulting in a permanent electric field in the vicinity of the micro-structure. As a
consequence, second order susceptibility involving third order susceptibility and the internal
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electric field can be induced. In this section, the mechanism of the creation of micro-structures
and laser-induced depletion is described.
7.2.1 Microstructuring of silver containing zinc phosphate glass
It is well known that silver ion containing glass has photosensitivity that helps to create
3-D embedded structures in the glass using laser direct writing [126, 127]. Recently, Bellec et al.
[128], who are the collaborators for this investigation, demonstrated sub-diffraction limit laser
structuring based on the formation of silver clusters using femtosecond laser irradiation. Figure
7.4 shows a high resolution SEM image of the embedded silver micro-structure and
corresponding profiles measured by AFM. The surface of the sample was ground and polished
to reveal the structure then acid-etched for the measurement. The width of the rim was measured
to be ~ 81 nm (FWHM) which is less than 1/10 of the wavelength of the writing beam.
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Figure 7.4 HRSEM and AFM characterization of the nanostructures. (a) HRSEM
(b) the transversal profile of the rim (c,d) profiles across the ring. From [128]

The formation mechanism is understood as a photo-reduction process via nonlinear
absorption generating photo-electrons followed by the aggregation process in the zinc phosphate
glass. The unique ring structure is resulted from photo-dissociation process by the tip of
Gaussian beam. Figure 7.5 illustrates this multi-step process to create sub-diffraction limit
features via FLDW. The reduction process shown in Figure 7.5(A) is described as
Ag + + e − → Ag o ,

(7.4)

then the process evolves into multiple steps as shown in Eq.(7.5). This leads to the
aggregation of silver clusters to form Ag mx + (m<10) which is a stable chemical form emitting
fluorescence around 600 nm for 405 nm excitation.
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Ag 0 + Ag + → Ag 2+ ,
Ag 2+ + Ag + → Ag 32 + ,

(7.5)

Ag 32 + + Ag 0 → Ag mx + .

In the step (B) in Figure 7.5, Thermal diffusion occurs after a few thousands pulses. The last step
Figure 7.5(C) is a photo-dissociation process, which occurs only at the center of the beam due to
the high intensity over the dissociation threshold of the silver clusters.

Figure 7.5 Mechanism of the formation of a silver tube. From [128]

7.2.2 Theoretical model of laser-induced depletion
As a consequence, the ring structure has redistributed charges which provide a permanent
internal DC field across the wall of the tube. The situation is depicted in Figure 7.6. By the
intense femtosecond laser irradiation, two types of color centers, Ag2+ and Ag mx + , which play as
hole trap and electron trap respectively, are generated. They are indicated as blue and red dot
lines respectively in the picture. With the process described in previous section, Ag mx + clusters are
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rich at the rim of the silver structures. As illustrated, the permanent electric field, which is
depicted as black arrows, is formed between Ag2+ and Ag mx + .

Figure 7.6 Femtosecond laser induced depletion. White arrows indicate the direction
x+
of the permanent electric field between Ag2+ and Ag m

The induced polarization in the structure is represented as decomposed forms in n and y
in Eq. (7.6). [36]
( 3)
2
( E dc cos θ ) E probe
Pn (2ω ) = 3χ nnnn
( 3)
2
( E dc sin θ ) E probe
Py (2ω ) = 3χ yynn

,

(7.6)

7.2.3 Second harmonic generation of silver ion containing glass
The second order susceptibility can be induced by the interplay of third order
susceptibility and the internal electric field. Thus, second harmonic generation measurement with
the laser written structure was tried to explore the existence of second order susceptibility. Figure
7.7 is the SHG microscopy setup attached to the direct writing station. A femtosecond laser was
used as a writing beam to form the silver structure and as a probe beam with reduced power.
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Figure 7.7 SHG measurement setup

The SHG signal was collected by a 0.4 NA objective lens, then delivered into the double
monochrometer with an intensified CCD camera (ICCD) as a detector. The fundamental
wavelength was rejected by a dichroic mirror. Any possible fluorescence near 600nm by multiphoton excitation was blocked by a bandpass filter at 520nm with 40nm bandwidth. Figure 7.8(a)
and (b) show the SHG signal distribution of the silver micro-structures in zinc phosphate and a
piece of z-cut quartz respectively imaged by a CCD beam profiler. As is inferred from the Figure
7.4, and Figure 4.20, an annular SHG distribution of silver clusters is seen. It is interesting to
compare the distribution with the signal from quartz, which is taken at the same probe intensity 10.
The latter shows the same profile with the probe beam which is a Gaussian beam distribution.

10

ND filters were used for quartz to attenuate the SHG intensity (attenuation 99.77%) .
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Figure 7.8 3-D SHG profile of (a) silver tube and (b) quartz

Since quartz is an intrinsic second order nonlinear optical material, the maximum
intensity of the SHG is found at the intensity peak of the input beam as illustrated in Figure 7.9.
In the silver cluster ring, the nonlinear region is located only at the rim of the structure since the
internal electric field only exists in this region. The maximum SHG can also be found at the rim
of the structure.

Figure 7.9 Schematic diagram of the convolution of the SHG of the silver ring and
quartz with pump beam

Figure 7.10(a,c) shows the SHG from a micro-structure and quartz respectively measured
by intensified CCD detector. The center wavelength is located at ~522 nm, which is half of the
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fundamental wavelength, so it confirms that the signal is the second harmonic of the probe beam.
The FWHM bandwidth of the SHG signal is about ~1.4 nm, which is smaller than the bandwidth
of the fundamental laser of ~7.5 nm.
Figure 7.10(b,d) is the SHG as a function of probe intensity.

Figure 7.10 (a,b) Measured SHG of a silver tube (b) shows a quadratic relation to
the probe beam intensity (c,d) Quartz 11

The SHG intensity of a micro-structure was compared to the SHG intensity of the quartz
to estimate the SHG efficiency of the structure. To normalize the gained signal from the structure,
11

Acquisition times are different in zinc phosphate (10s) and in quartz (10ms)
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the same probe intensity was irradiated both on quartz and the micro-structure using the same
objective lens. The SHG intensity from the silver structure was divided by the SHG intensity of
the quartz crystal. In addition, the effective NLO area was taken into account since only the rim
of the structure plays as NLO region, therefore, the area of the ring was applied. The estimated
( 2)
corresponding to ~ 1.5 pm/V. The laser-induced χ ( 2) is comparable to the
χ ( 2) is 2.44, χ quartz

thermal poling of the similar composition that is reported as 1.8 pm/V [129].
7.2.4 Polarization dependence
Since the internal DC field has a radial direction, it can be decomposed into the
horizontal and vertical direction. In Figure 7.11(a-c), near field images of SHG distribution are
shown. White and green arrows indicate the polarization of the laser and the direction of an
analyzer respectively. In Figure 7.11(a), the raw SHG intensity without an analyzer is shown as a
ring and the highest intensity is in the direction of the polarization of the laser. When the
direction of the analyzer is aligned with the laser polarization (HH), the signal looks similar with
the signal in Figure 7.11(a). When the analyzer is rotated perpendicularly (HV), there is a very
weak signal from the other component of the electric field. It is important to note that the
intensity at the center is the same regardless of the direction of the analyzer. It is assumed that
the signal could be a result from either the unfiltered fundamental beam or from hyper Rayleigh
scattering.
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Figure 7.11 Intensity map of the SHG of Ag micro-structure (a) no analyzer, the
direction of the analyzer (b) parallel (HH) and (c) perpendicular (HV) to the
polarization of the laser

In Figure 7.12, a simulated image of a theoretical model for the horizontal polarization
and its experimental result is shown. As is seen in Figure 7.11, both images agree each other well
with the exception of the center signal present in the experimental image. The signal at the center
is assumed to be a residue of the peak of the fundamental beam since the signal is not filtered out
by the polarizer and does not show the intensity change by the rotation of the polarizer for green
wavelength.

Figure 7.12 SHG distribution at horizontal polarization of probe and analyzer, (a)
theoretical (b) experimental

Figure 7.13 is the intensity of the SHG as a function of angle for both polarization
orientations. It should be noted that the intensity ratio of HH (horizontal laser polarization and
horizontal analyzer) and HV (horizontal for laser polarization and perpendicular analyzer) is
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about I H : I V = 9 : 1 . It can be supported from the fact that the ratio of corresponding elements in
( 3)
( 3)
the third order susceptibility tensors is known as χ nnnn
: χ yynn
= 3 : 1 in glass and thus the

intensity ratio is squared.

Figure 7.13 Polarization angle dependence of SHG signal

In Figure 7.14, a polar plot of all intensity distributions is shown for both HH and HV
configurations as well as the intensity without the analyzer. It is clearly confirmed that the SHG
intensity is directional which is determined by the laser polarization.
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Figure 7.14 SHG intensity plot of HH, HV polarization and without analyzer.

7.2.5 Parametric dependence on fabrication parameters
In order to investigate the parametric dependence of the fabrication factors, repetition rate,
numerical aperture and different materials were chosen as primary fabrication parameters.
FOTURAN glass is a commercially available glass with less than 1% of silver 12[130]. Figure
7.15 shows the SHG intensities of zinc phosphate and FORURAN glass irradiated as a function
of probe intensity.
7.2.5.1 focused beam size by different objective lenses
It would be expected that the distribution of the spatial charge can be modified by
varying the size of the structure through changing the irradiation beam size. Thus, a laserinduced permanent electric field might be changed due to the variation of ion distribution,
leading to the enhancement of χ ( 2) since χ ( 2) is directly proportional to the permanent electric

12

The composition is found in ref [130] as B2O3, CeO2, Sb2O3, Ag2O<1%, K2O 1–20%, SiO2 > 80%, Al2O3, Na2O,
ZnO, Li2O 1–10%
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field. Two microscope objective lenses (NA=0.25 and 0.4) are used for the investigation.
However, there is no significant trend with the small beam size change of a few microns.
7.2.5.2 Material dependence
It should be noted that the difference of the SHG intensity level between zinc phosphate
and FOTURAN is not resulting only from a single origin but possibly several reasons. Firstly,
the concentration of the mobile species is different; the silver concentration is 1% for zinc
phosphate and <1% for FOTURAN. Secondly, the threshold for color center formation would
be different. Since FOTURAN is a silicate based glass, it possesses relatively high ablation
threshold and a wider bandgap than any other glass families. As is shown, the thermal
properties, such as the diffusion coefficient, would also differ from phosphate glass and perhaps
affect the mobility of nanoparticles. This is supported by Figure 7.15 that higher efficiency is
shown for zinc phosphate at high repetition rate (b) whereas similar efficiencies are shown for
both glasses at lower repetition rate (a).

(a)

(b)

Figure 7.15 SHG intensity vs. materials at (a) 500 kHz (b) 1500 kHz
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7.2.5.3 Laser repetition rate
Figure 7.16 shows the repetition rate dependence of the materials of SHG intensity. As is
shown above, zinc phosphate shows higher SHG efficiency than FOTURAN. Furthermore, in
Figure 7.16(a), significant enhancement of SHG intensity is shown as the laser repetition rate
increases. This would indicate that heat accumulation increases the mobility of clusters leading
to the enhanced permanent static electric field.

(a)

(b)

Figure 7.16 SHG intensity vs. repetition rate and materials as functions of probe
intensity (a) zinc phosphate (b) FOTURAN
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CHAPTER 8 : RELAXATION OF THE FEMTOSECOND LASER
WRITTEN DEVICES
Since the first demonstration with directly written waveguides in 1996 [7], femtosecond
laser direct writing has been actively adopted in fabricating 3-D photonic devices. However, only
a few of thorough investigations have been conducted regarding the reliability and degradation
of the performance of the laser-written photonic structures over time and thermal fluctuation.
Will et al. demonstrated the characterization of their annealed laser-written waveguide in fused
silica [131]. They observed that the light guiding properties were not changed by the annealing
up to 500 °C for a few hours. However, the characteristic fluorescence of laser-induced color
centers excited between 560 nm and 630 nm were disappeared by the annealing at 400 °C.
Zhang et al. also reported the annealed Bragg grating waveguide in borosilicate glass and its
diffraction efficiency [132]. They observed serious decrease of grating strength over 250 °C and
no guiding over 500 °C. For chalcogenide, to the best of our knowledge, there is no rigorous
investigation on relaxation or degradation properties of the laser written structure either by heat
treatment or time. Zhang et al. reported the enhancement of n2 (nonlinear index) in bulk As2S3
induced by a femtosecond laser lasted after 9 months while the reduction of n2 induced by a cw
laser was completely recovered after 4 months [133]. However they did not carry out a
quantitative investigation on this topic. In this chapter, photo-induced structural modification in
bulk chalcogenide glasses and corresponding refractive index change is discussed in terms of
time and heat treatment condition. Some ideas for reliability towards the practical use of laserwritten structure are discussed as well.
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8.1 Relaxation of chalcogenide glass

Chalcogenide glasses (ChGs) have been considered as a candidate for the MIR photonic
applications due to their wide transparency window in the range from ~0.6 µm to ~16 µm There
have been numerous investigations in fabrication and characterization of femtosecond laser
directly written photonic structures using ChGs [8, 77, 81] Their performances such as
propagation loss and diffraction efficiency were reported in [134]. However, only limited
numbers of investigations have focused on their reliability and thermal issues causing reduction
of the performance of the femtosecond laser written devices. This work used the same
composition of bulk ChGs, demonstrated in Chapter 4, to investigate time-involved and annealed
glass to show the reliability change of the laser-induced refractive index change in terms of time
and thermal treatment.
8.1.1 Fabrication and measurement of test platform
Two different femtosecond laser written structures were made at the surface and in the
volume of bulk glasses with the composition As42S58 /As36Sb6S58/ As36Ge6S58 in order to
investigate the relaxation of the photo-induced structure of the glasses. The first structure is a
short line (the length of 200 μm) array written at the surface of the glass as a function of laser
dose to monitor the photo-expansion over time and thermal-induced relaxation. The second
structure is buried linear diffraction gratings formed within the glass samples to estimate the
photo-induced refractive index change Δn in bulk. The details of the fabrication are described in
Chapter 4. The photo-expansion or diffraction efficiency of each structure was measured using a
white light surface profiler and a diffraction efficiency setup consisting of a CW 800 nm
Ti:Sapphire laser and a power meter. These results were used as references to normalize the
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future measurement after 9 months and after annealing. Then the samples were stored in a
desiccator in the dark at room temperature. After 9 months, the same measurements were taken
with the structures to compare with the freshly laser-written samples. The samples were then
annealed in air for 15 hours at 150°C (As42S58 / As36Ge6S58) and at 160°C (As36Sb6S58)
depending on the Tg of the glass. The surface photo-expansion and diffraction efficiency was
measured after annealing. Micro Raman spectroscopy was performed on the annealed structure
to investigate the bond change caused by the heat treatment.
8.1.2 Decrease of photo-expansion
Figure 8.1 shows the photo-expansion of freshly irradiated, 9 months old and annealed (a)
As42S58 (b) As36Sb6S58 (c) As36Ge6S58 as a function of inverse writing speed which is
proportional to the laser dose. They are normalized with the highest photo-expansion of each
composition. It is shown that 10 ~ 25 % of relaxation occurs after 9 months, 27 ~ 56% after
annealing with respected to the 9 months (32 ~ 65% from freshly irradiated sample). It is noted
that although the 3 investigated glasses show the reduction from their initial photo-expansion,
there is a difference between compositions. The introduction of Sb in the As-S network shows
the largest reduction of the photo-expansion after 9 months while the addition of Ge in a similar
network shows the least reduction at the highest laser dose over time. It is assumed due to the 3D network of Ge containing ChG to be resistant to relaxation at room temperature. The decrease
is more pronounced for the glass with the composition As36Sb6S58, attributed to the less
constrained glass network.
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Figure 8.1 Photo-expansion of ChGs after irradiation, after 9 months and after
annealing

After the heat treatment, the decrease of the photo-expansion for all compositions is even
more drastically changed. The two photo-expanded lines completely disappeared even and were
barely seen using white light surface profilometer. The glass with the composition As36Ge6S58
exhibits the least decrease in the photo-expansion amplitude which is consistent with the result
above.
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Figure 8.2 shows the corresponding Raman spectra of three compositions after annealing.
The comparison of the Raman shift between fresh and irradiated samples was discussed in
Chapter 4. The micro Raman spectra of the annealed sample were acquired at the blank region
and at the photo-expansions written by the first and second highest doses, corresponding to the
inverse writing speeds of 0.1 and 0.2s/μm shown in Figure 8.1. Intensity changes due to the
irradiation are found in the regions from 200 to 250 cm-1 for all compositions, but not in the
region from 450 to 500 cm-1, except As42S58. The band was shown for all compositions after
irradiation in Figure 4.18. The black arrows in Figure 8.2 indicate the effect of laser irradiation.
In the spectra of As36Sb6S58 and As36Ge6S58, variation of the amplitude of the band located near
360 cm-1 is also seen. In addition, a new peak is found after annealing in 200 to 250 cm-1 for
As42S58. The narrow band width of the new peak is suspected to be an evidence of partial
crystallization. To compare these spectra with Figure 4.18, it is noticed that the laser-induced
change in the range of 200 to 250 cm-1 and 450 to 500 cm-1 seems diminished after annealing but
is not completely reversible as the corresponding photo-expansion still remains as seen in Figure
8.1.
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Figure 8.2 Raman shift of irradiated and non-irradiated As42S58, As36Sb6S58 and
As36Ge6S58 after annealing
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8.1.3 Decrease of photo-induced refractive index change
As explained in the previous chapter, the calculated Δn is proportional to the laser dose,
which led to the proportional surface photo-expansion [4]. Therefore, the decrease of photoexpansion may imply the decrease of Δn as well. The Δn after 9 months and after annealing was
measured to justify the assumption. Figure 8.3 shows the result of Δn measurement of As42S58
before and after 9 months. As expected, the decrease of Δn is shown with the reduction of ~10%.
After annealing, the diffraction power at the 1st order was smaller than measurable range, thus it
was not possible to detect any Δn. For the other compositions, unexpected defects, which
distorted the input laser beam, were generated within the samples, thus the diffraction powers
were not able to be measured. However, the origin of the generation of defect is unclear.

Figure 8.3 Photo-induced expansion and refractive index change of bulk As42S58
after irradiation and after 9 months
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8.1.4 Reduction of the photo-induced structure by heat treatment
In the previous section, the photo-expansion and corresponding Δn was measured for the
overall change due to the combination of aging and annealing. Although Δn of an embedded
structure showed proportional to the photo-expansion, the linear correlation between two
dimensional and three dimensional change is uncertain. Thus, the change of embedded photoinduced structure by heat treatment is measured separately to investigate the sole change via
thermal effect in the bulk. Several embedded gratings were inscribed in bulk As36Sb6S58 with
various laser dose and intensity. The annealing was carried out immediately after irradiation. The
annealing parameters were the same as the previous experiment, for 15 hours at 160°C (Tg -40°C)
in air environment. Figure 8.4(top) and (bottom) show the optical microscopic images of the
gratings written in the As36Sb6S58 with the dose of 11.1 kJ/cm2 for Figure 8.4(a) and 5.6 kJ/cm2
for (b) under the same intensity of ~ 53.7 GW/ cm2, respectively prior to and after annealing.
After annealing, the structures were shrunk about 36% and 34% with respect to the initial lengths
for Figure 8.4(a) and (b) respectively.
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Figure 8.4 Optical microscopic image of the photo- expansion change of bulk
As36Sb6S58 before and after annealing for 15 hours at 160 °C in air environment

In order to clarify the relation of dose and intensity dependence on the relaxation, various
laser dose and intensity were applied. Figure 8.5 shows the DIC optical microscopic image of
embedded gratings created using various laser doses prior to and after annealing. The modified
region is clearly seen in Figure 8.5(a, b) while the region is distinguishable but not significant in
Figure 8.5(c, d) compared to (a, b). The former is thought to be the start of saturation process. It
is interesting to note that the relaxation behavior is also different in both cases. The annealed
structures are shown in Figure 8.5(a-d). It seems that the modification shown in (a, b) is more
resistant to annealing than (c, d). Micro Raman spectroscopy and a near-field refractive index
measurement may distinguish the difference between both modifications for chemical and
optical properties.
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Figure 8.5 Optical microscopic image of the photo-expansion change produced at
various dose and intensity in bulk As36Sb6S58 before and after annealing for 15 hours
at 160 °C in air environment
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CHAPTER 9 : CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES
The increasing demand of a variety of integrated, on-chip photonic devices stimulates
researchers to work on customized photonic devices which can be applicable in micro-sensors,
micro-fluidic on-chip devices and photonic circuits. Femtosecond laser direct writing has been a
promising technique to answer those demands as it enables production of truly 3D volumetric
photonic structures embedded in transparent optical materials such as fused silica, photosensitive
glasses and metal ion containing glass. In spite of extensive investigations which have been done
using FLDW, however, the killer applications utilizing FLDW have not been fully developed.
This dissertation suggested a few approaches to reach the aim exploiting FLDW to
achieve a reliable fabrication protocol for integrated optical device involving micro diffractive
optical elements such as Fresnel zone plates and volumetric gratings. The first step towards the
goal is to find appropriate optical materials and to know their photo-responses. In chapter 4,
various novel materials including chalcogenide, tellurite, silver containing zinc-phosphate
glasses are investigated. Their ablation threshold as well as unique photo-responses such as
photo-expansion and photo-reduction/photo-dissociation were measured.
The potential of custom designed diffractive optical elements is attractive in many
integrated optical devices for sensing, imaging and materials processing. This work investigated
the fabrication parameters of Fresnel zone plates to maximize their diffraction efficiency by
optimization of fabrication parameters. In chapter 5, systematic investigation on those
parameters reveals that high repetition rate in the range of a few hundred kHz with low NA
objective is useful for maximizing the diffraction efficiency.
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The integration of directly written structures is of great interest in many application areas
such as sensors, photonic circuits and micro-fluidic devices. In this dissertation, various types of
integration of directly written structures have been and characterized. To the best of our
knowledge, the first directly written embedded multiplex FZP was produced in borosilicate glass.
The device provides 11.5% diffraction efficiency at the primary focus and performs as a 1 × 4
focused beam splitter. Furthermore, this multiplex FZP was integrated with a waveguide array,
so that and all-optically written integrated structure consisting of a coupling lens and a
waveguide array was realized in borosilicate glass.
Thermal poling is a well known method to induce the second order nonlinearity in
amorphous glass. The origin of the second order susceptibility is understood as interplay of the
third order susceptibility and permanently induced internal DC electric field by depletion through
thermal poling. This work demonstrated, to the best of our knowledge, the first SHG in laserstructured silver containing zinc phosphate (P2O5-Ag2O-Ga2O3-ZnO) by ‘laser depletion’, as an
analogy to the depletion in thermal poled glass. The silver micro-structure are formed via three
step processes (photo-reduction, diffusion and photo-dissociation) by femtosecond laser pulses at
high repetition rate, which can increase local temperature in a voxel due to the heat accumulation.
Ag2+ as a hole trap and Agmx+ (m<10) as an e- trap are two bases formed during the process to
generate the permanent electric field due to the charge separation across the ring. The
distribution of silver clusters, Agmx+ (m<10) was investigated via high resolution microscopy and
photoluminescence study. Interestingly, the formed clusters are shaped as ring structures
depending upon the focused beam size. The nonlinear region is the same as the rim of the ring
structure, therefore, the SHG signal was only found at the rim. It showed polarization dependent
SHG distribution which implies that the induced polarization, defined by the second order
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susceptibility in the material, obeys different tensor elements. This investigation also revealed
that laser depletion is enhanced by higher repetition rate, which implies it is governed by a
thermal effect. In addition, the material difference also exhibit different SHG efficiency which
means that laser depletion can be described as functions of the concentration of mobile ions, Tg
of the glass, color-center generation threshold, and repetition rate of the writing laser and other
chemical, optical properties of the glass. Extended investigation such as XPS and EDS could be
carried out to measure the distribution of mobile ions and clusters formed by different irradiation
parameters so that the origin of the permanent DC field can be clarified.
This work discussed the relaxation of directly written structures in bulk chalcogenide
glass (As42S58 /As36Sb6S58 /As36Ge6S58) by measuring the surface photo-expansion as well as the
diffraction efficiency of embedded gratings after irradiation, after 9 months and after heat
treatment. Relaxation occurred in all compositions, However, the amount of relaxation was
slightly different among the compositions. The samples showed 10 ~ 25 % of relaxation after 9
months, 27 ~ 56% after annealing with respected to the 9 months (32 ~ 65% from freshly
irradiated sample). Ge containing bulk chalcogenide showed the highest resistance against
relaxation while As containing glass exhibited the lowest durability. It is attributed to the 3D
network of the glass matrix involving Ge atoms. The sole change of embedded 3D photoinduced modification only due to the heat treatment was also investigated and revealed that there
are two types of modifications depending upon laser dose and intensity. However, laser dose is
considered to be the primary factor to photo-induced modification. Future work could investigate
the relationship between chemical and optical properties of embedded 3D photo-induced
structural modification via micro Raman spectroscopy and rigorous near field refractive index
mapping. In that way, laser-induced 3D modification can be controllable with quantitative
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fabrication parameters, which is crucial and the key aspect to fabricate reliable photonic devices
utilizing chalcogenide glasses owing to the embedded 3D structures.
This dissertation suggests a few promising directions exploiting FLDW and novel optical
materials as well as a new regime of laser-induced phenomenon utilizing metal ion doped
photosensitive glasses. They are directly applicable to various photonic devices and fabrication.
It would impact on the fabrication of integrated, on-chip devices involving micro-optics towards
various applications in laser materials processing, micro-imaging and sensing.
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APPENDIX A : THERMO-PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF OPTICAL
MATERIALS
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Table A.1 Thermal coefficients of selected optical materials 13 (From [40])
κ [W/cmK]

ρ [ g/cm3]

c p [J/gK]

D [cm2/s]

Ag

4.28

10.5

0.23

1.72

Al

2.37

2.7

0.90

1.03

Cu

4.0 (273)

8.94

0.39

1.14

Stainless steel (304)

0.15

8.03

0.5

0.04

a-Si

0.018

2.32

0.8

0.0097

c-Si

1.5

2.32

0.71

0.85

Water (H2O)

0.06

1

4.18

0.014

Glass (Crown)

0.01

2.4

0.89

0.0058

Glass (BK7)

0.011

2.51

0.86

0.0052

LiNbO3

0.042

4.46

0.64

0.015

PI (Kapton)

0.0012

1.42

1.09

0.0008

PMMA

0.0020

1.18

1.41

0.0011

a-SiO2

0.014

2.2

0.72

0.009

SiO2

0.014

2.5

0.74

0.0086

TiO2 (rutile)

0.089 (273)

4.26

0.93

0.031 (273)

13

If temperature is not specified in parentheses, all values refer to T~300K
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APPENDIX B : ABSORPTION PROCESS CONSISTING OF THE
NONLINEAR ABSORPTION WITH WEAK LINEAR ABSORPTION
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When the laser beam with the frequency of ω is propagating a medium with no gain, the
intensity I(z) of the laser beam propagating in z direction in a medium is described as
dI ( z )
= −α o (ω ) I − β (ω ) I 2 − γ (ω ) I 3 −  ,
dz

where αo is the linear (or single photon) absorption coefficient, given as α o = 2κω

(B.1)

c

(κ is

the extinction coefficient of the medium), β and γ is the two- and three-photon absorption
coefficient respectively. Therefore, the absorption process involving n photons is proportional to
the intensity to the nth power of the incident laser beam. If the medium exhibits absorption in the
range of the laser frequency ω, the linear absorption process is the dominant excitation
mechanism which promotes a bound electron to the conduction band. Thus Eq. (B.1) is
approximated as
dI ( z )
= −α o (ω ) I .
dz

(B.2)

In transparent materials where the linear absorption is not present in the range of incident
laser frequency ( α o ≈ 0 at ω), nonlinear absorption processes are dominant; here, single photon
excitation does not take place. For two-photon absorption [135], the Eq. (B.1) is then reduced as
dI ( z )
= − β (ω ) I 2 .
dz

Two photon absorption coefficient β is given as β =

(B.3)

3ω
( 3)
( 3)
χ Im
where χ Im
is the imaginary
2 2
2n 0 c ε 0
,

part of the third order susceptibility. The solution of the Eq. (B.3) is obtained as

I ( z) =

I (0)
.
1 + βI (0) z
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(B.4)

When linear absorption is small, but not negligible ( α o << 1 at ω), the differential equation
in Eq. (B.1) for two photon absorption is modified as
dI ( z )
= −α o (ω ) I − β (ω ) I 2 .
dz

(B.5)

The solution of the equation is then described as,

I ( z) =

I (0)e −α 0 z

β
I (0)(1 − e −α z )
1+
α0
0

.

(B.6)

The two photon absorption process is affected by the linear absorption process, thus the
contribution of the two photon absorption in terms of the generation of free electron is dependent
on the depth in the medium where the laser beam is focused.
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APPENDIX C : PHOTO-INDUCED REFRACTIVE INDEX CHANGE IN
As0.42-x-yGexSbyS0.58 AND THE EFFECT OF MEAN POLARIZABILITY
CHANGE
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The number of bond N involving an atom K in a voxel of the femtosecond laser
irradiation is described as [81]
N K = ζK at %

N Aρ
V.
M

(C.1)

where KAt% is the atomic fraction of atom K (At%), which represents the atom of interest in the
bulk glass, ζ indicates the ζ –fold coordination of atom K, NA is Avogadro’s number, ρ and M is
the density and the molecular weight of the bulk ChG glasses respectively, V is the volume of a
voxel, which is estimated as V ≈ 2πw02 z 0 . ρ and M for As42S58, As36Ge6S58 and As36Sb6S58 is 3.20,
3.15, 3.40 g/cm3 and 50.06, 49.92, 52.87 g/mol respectively. The volume of a voxel produced by
an objective with NA=0.25 is estimated as 1.54 × 10-10 cm3. Therefore, the numbers of As-S
bond within a voxel in As42S58 is estimated to be 6.88 × 1012 cm-3 and either As-S or Ge-S (Sb-S)
in As36Ge6S58 (As36Sb6S58) are 6.79 × 1012 (6.92 × 1012 ) cm-3 respectively using the fraction of S
(0.58) 14.
The mean polarizability of the material is described by Lorentz-Lorenz equation

n02 − 1 4π N A ρ
α.
=
n02 + 2 3 M

(C.2)

where no and α is the refractive index and the mean polarizability of the material. α in As42S58
(no = 2.468 at 800 nm) , As36Ge6S58 (no = 2.364 at 800 nm) and As36Sb6S58 (no = 2.541 at 800 nm)
are estimated using Eq. (C.2) to be 3.90 × 10-24, 3.80 × 10-24, 3.98 × 10-24 cm3 respectively.
Photo-expansion and photo-induced index change (Δno) due to the femtosecond laser
irradiation are resulted from the decrease of the density ρ and the increase of the refractive index
14

From a micro-Raman study shown in Figure 4.18, the presence of not only As-S, but also the different

type of bonds such as As-As, As-Sb and Sb-Sb are seen before laser irradiation.
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no in the given bulk ChG glasses. Thus, the re-calculation of Eq. (C.2) with ρ+Δρ and no+Δno
may provide the information on the photo-induced mean polarizability change.

Δ(ρα), the

difference of the product of the density and the mean polarizability, is calculated using Δno
provided from the measurement shown in Figure 4.21. Δ(ρα) in As42S58, As36Ge6S58 and
As36Sb6S58 after fs pulse exposure using the similar laser dose (~ 10 kJ/cm2) is obtained as
0.12%, 0.20% and 0.05% respectively. However, the photo-expansion measured from the
irradiated surface of the bulk ChGs, which is shown in Figure 4.17, provides only 2-D
information of the expansion, whereas the photo-induced Δn was measured using an embedded
grating in the bulk, which is resulted from 3-D photo-expansion. Therefore, it is not able to
determine the mean polarizability change Δα separately from Δ(ρα) without measuring Δρ three
dimensionally.
To conclude, the femtosecond laser-induced structural changes represented as photoexpansion and photo-induced refractive index change may be resulted from the change of either
the density or the mean polarizability, which is due to the increase of the number of homo polar
bond. However, it is not clear that the photo-induced refractive change can be directly linked to
the photo-expansion and it is proportional to the photo-expansion. Further studies such as
selective etching followed by HRSEM imaging

may be required to measure 3-D photo-

expansion in bulk ChG glasses to estimate Δρ separately.
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